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Tradition, innovation, celebration
WWU tradition and innovation, cel­
ebrated with true "Viking Spirit" will 
mark an expanded Homecoming in 
October.
More than a week's worth of activi­
ties will be held on and near the cam­
pus, including a football game against 
archrival Central, a breakfast for se­
niors, fireworks. Fun Run, Cra­
nium contests, salmon barbe­
cue, live music and presenta­
tions by faculty.
The general public can view a portion 
of the collection, paired with works by 
Northwest artists, in a Western Gallery 
exhibit, "A Sofa and...," running Oct. 6 
through Dec. 6.
Current Western students will be 
available to answer questions about life 
as a Western student for those interested 
in applying to Western.
The collection continues to be used 
to teach students about excellence in 
design.
Home economics alumnae 
launch the festivities with a re­
union lunch Saturday, Oct. 18 
featuring a private showing of 
their treasured chair collec­
tion, the department's 
gift to Western Gal­
lery. Attending will be 
retired department 
chair Dorothy 
Ramsland, who began 
the notable collection 
in 1949, and former 
chair, now art depart­
ment chair, Rosalie King.
The Homecoming celebration 
continues Monday, Oct. 20, 
with the "official," traditional 
kickoff: a noontime barbecue 
in Red Square to highlight the 
"Viking Spirit" theme.
Associated Students and the Student 
Alumni Association will sponsor several 
events during the week, including a sail­
ing regatta at Lakewood, a formal 
Homecoming Dance and a Comedy 
Night.
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On other days during the 
week, the WWU Alumni 
Association and co­
sponsors plan vari­
ous activities.
New this year to Homecoming will 
be a senior breakfast on Friday, Oct. 24, 
and presentations by WWU faculty on 
Saturday morning, Oct. 25, before the 
big game against Central.
Faculty representatives from each of 
the colleges will compete for a "College 
Bowl" type trophy, which will be 
awarded for the best lecture or presen­
tation.
Dorothy Ramsland: "It was tough 
finding the money to build the 
collection, item by item," Ramsland 
recalls. "But it is a treasure."
On Tuesday, Oct. 
21, representatives 
from the popular 
board game Cranium
Including sofas, chaises and compan­
ion pieces, the collection boasts a Who's 
Who of the greatest names in 20^ cen­
tury design. Just four are Charles Fames, 
Maya Lin, Eero Saarinen and Mies van 
der Rohe.
will be in Red Square 
from 11 to 1. Join in the Cranium game 
to win great prizes.
Career Services Center and the 
Alumni Association are hosting the se­
nior breakfast, which will include an in­
spirational speaker and a special pro­
gram to motivate seniors to start their 
job search and resume preparation.
Following Cranium, the Office of Ad­
missions invites future Vikings and their 
alumni families to get an insider's view 
of the admissions process. Learn about the 
factors that determine students' admis­
sion by reviewing previously submitted 
applications and better understand how 
the college application process works.
Homecoming will also feature re­
unions, live music, fireworks, salmon 
barbecue, a sleep-over for the kids at the 
Science Center and tours of the new 
Campus Recreation Center, where the 
Fun Run begins at 10 a.m. Sunday.
See the events schedule on the back page.
For more information, contact 
Alumni House at (360) 650-3353 or 
(800) 676-6885.
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New deans appointed
Arlan D. Norman, former professor of chem­
istry and associate dean for natural sciences at 
the University of Colorado, Boulder, and 
Western's Ronald Kleinknecht have been named 
founding deans of two new colleges at WWU.
Western's Board of Trustees unanimdusly 
voted last December to form two new colleges
to better meet the de­
mands of the future and 
to better serve faculty and 
students.: ^
Kleinknecht, interim 
dean of the former Col­
lege of Arts and Sciences 
since January 2000 and a 
Western faculty member 
since 1970, will lead the 
College of Humanities 
and Social Sciences.kRon Kleinknecht
That new college in­
cludes the following de­
partments: communica­
tion; communication sci­
ences and disorders; En­
glish; history; journalism; 
liberal studies; modern 
and classical languages; 
philosophy, anthropol­
ogy; physical education, 
health and recreation; po­
litical science; psychol­
ogy; and sociology. AMn Norman
Norman will be dean of the new College of 
Sciences and Technology, which will contain the 
departments of biology, chemistry, computer sci­
ence, engineering technology, geology, math­
ematics and physics/astronomy as well as the 
science education program.
student trustee named
Benjamin Casler ('02), a graduate student 
studying mathematics, is the new student trustee 
at Western. Casler, appointed by Gov. Gary 
Locke on July 28, will serve on the Board of Trust­
ees until May 2004. Casler 
has served as a math fel­
low and tutor and is in­
volved with the Golden 
Key International Honour 
Society and the Gravity 
and Chaos Club. He is 
also a member of the 
American Mathematical 
Society. Casler is the son 
of Mary Casler of Eugene, 
Ore., and Bob Casler of 
North Carolina. He lives 
with his wife Heather in 
Bellingham.
Ben Casler
Fabiano earns award
Pat Fabiano, program director of Western's 
Prevention and Wellness Services, received the 
Ruth E. Boynton Award for distinguished ser­
vice to the American College Health Association. 
Fabiano, co-chair of the association's task force 
on standards of practice for promoting health 
in higher education, presented research on al­
cohol abuse prevention at the organization's 
annual meeting in May,
Dolfo on one-year leave
Women's basketball coach Camien Dolfo ('88/ 
'99) is taking a one-year leave of absence from 
coaching responsibilities. Assistant coach Sara 
Nichols ('00), a four-year letter winner for the 
Vikings, will replace Dolfo on an interim basis.
Changes made at LDP
Fairhaven College's Law and Diversity Pro­
gram is doubling in size with two new faculty 
members and twice as many students this fall. A 
cohort of 15 to 18 WWU juniors and seniors will 
enter the pre-law program every year instead of 
every other year as in the past. Joining LDP di­
rector Julie Helling in the fall will be Teri 
McMurtry-Chubb, a faculty member at Drake 
University Law School, and Raquel Montoya- 
Lewis of the University of New Mexico Law 
School. Professor Rand Jack, who founded the 
program in 1991, has retired from teaching. 
Among the program's recent success stories, six 
seniors were accepted to high-ranking law 
schools around the country this year.
Literary journal honored
The Bellingham Review's Northwest Edition, 
published in October 2002, received a Notable 
Achievement award from the Bellingham Arts 
Commission and Mayor Mark Asmundson ('76) 
in April. It was selected for promoting high qual­
ity literature by local writers and linking the lo­
cal art community with the students of WWU. 
Assistant professor of English and the journal's 
editor-in-chief Brenda Miller said the award re­
flects the journal's mission to provide a "face" 
for Western in Bellingham.
Archivists win election
History professor Randall C. Jimerson has been 
elected vice president/president of the Society of 
American Archivists, North America's oldest and 
largest national archival professional association 
with more than 3,400 members. Jimerson will 
serve as vice president in 2003-04 and as presi­
dent in 2004-05. He currently directs the gradu­
ate program in archives and records management 
within the history department.
Elizabeth Joffrion, head archivist of the Center 
for Pacific Northwest Studies, has been elected vice 
president/president elect of the Northwest Archi­
vists Association. Joffrion has been with WWU 
since 1999 where she teaches in the graduate pro­
gram in archives and records management.
Coach, doctor inducted 
into U.S. Hail of Fame
Athletics team physician Dr. Warren Howe and 
former Vikings' director of athletics William 
"Bill" Tomaras have been inducted into the Na­
tional Wrestling Hall of Fame. Howe, 61, who is 
also a physician at Student Health Services on 
campus, is completing his 11th year at Western, 
Tomaras, who was director of athletics at West­
ern from 1963 to 1972, is known as "The Father 
of Wrestling" in the state of Washington. He or­
ganized the first state tournament while coach­
ing at Washington State University.
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For excellence in teaching, research 
and diversity achievement, four West­
ern faculty members were honored at 
Commencement ceremonies June 14.
Shannon Point Marine Center's Minori­
ties in Marine Science Undergraduate 
Program, received the Diversity Achieve­
ment Award.
Empire in the South, 1670-1717," pub­
lished by Yale University Press.
Seattle's KING 5 news anchor Joyce 
Taylor ('84) was the Commencement 
speaker, and seven graduates were 
named Presidential Scholars.
Excellence in Teaching awards went 
to secondary education professor Bruce 
Larson from Woodring College of Edu­
cation and physical education, health 
and recreation professor Charles 
Sylvester from the College of Arts and 
Sciences.
Bingham, the founding di­
rector of MIMSUP and an 
associate professor of en­
vironmental science, has 
actively shaped the 
growing reputation of 
Western as an institution 
that successfully pro­
motes the education of 
under-represented students 
in the sciences.
Larson's award recognizes his encour­
agement to students to engage 
in open discussion, interact 
with the community and 
participate in effective 
and meaningful simula­
tions.
The teaching and diversity awards in­
clude a $1,500 stipend to use for research, 
teaching and equipment and supplies or 
professional enhancement; the research 
award recipient receives $1,000.
About 1,506 undergraduates and 178 
master's candidates received degrees in 
the spring.
History professor Alan Gallay earned 
the Olscamp Faculty Research Award 
and associate professor of environmen­
tal sciences Brian Bingham, director of
Gallay was one of two United States 
scholars Columbia University honored 
this year with the prestigious Bancroft 
Prize for his 2002 book, "The Indian 
Slave Trade: The Rise of the English
Sylvester has en­
thralled students with his 
enthusiasm for teaching 
for 19 years. A prolific writer 
and speaker, he works with Bell­
ingham recreation therapists, devel­
oping community service opportunities 
for students and assisting professionals 
with continuing education.
PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARS.
(Above) Karen W. Morse, university 
president, honored seven presidential 
scholars at the June Commencement 
Seated (left to right): Ryan Masters, 
Christine Wright, Peter Johnson. Standing: 
Katherine Frankhauser, Nicole Bowerman, 
Morse and Kari Hendrickson. The seventh 
presidential scholar, Dian McClurg, 
couldn't make it to the June 14 
Commencement. She gave birth on June 13 
to her third child, Silas Kohl McClurg.
Campus growth enhances
the Western Experience
By Karen W. Morse
UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT
dence that in a flagging economy the 
Legislature has been willing to invest 
and accommodate our needs.
sional training and community service 
centers, and two clinics. .. ...
Point
With the opening of this academic 
year, I will have completed my 10*^ year 
as president of Western. Looking back 
over the past decade, I realize how much 
the campus has changed and grown.
Indeed, the campus construction 
projects have greatly stabilized the lo­
cal economy and provided needed jobs 
in this time of economic downturn.
VIEW
TO WRITE
WWU President Karen W. Morse 
c/o Alumni House 
WWU, MS-9199 
516 High Street 
Bellingham, WA 98225-9199
E-mail: president@wwu.edu
At the south end of campus, the 
handsome Campus Services facility, 
housing the Student Health Center and 
University Police, opened in 2002. 
Opening this fall, the superb student- 
financed Campus Recreation Center will 
be popular with students. Completion 
of the brick and copper-sheathed Com­
munications Building, now rising rap­
idly just south of the Environmental 
Studies Building, will provide classroom 
space and a new home for the physics, 
computer science, communications and 
journalism departments. All three build­
ings add to the architectural integrity 
and beauty of the campus.
This fall, two colleges created from 
departments in the College of Arts and 
Sciences will open. Western's Board of 
Trustees unanimously voted last Decem­
ber to divide the College of Arts and Sci­
ences - with its 20 departments, 363 
faculty members and 5,734 student 
majors - into the College of Sciences and 
Technology and the College of Humani­
ties and Social Sciences.
Western is nationally recognized as 
one of the leading academic institutions 
in the West, public or private. Entering 
Western students have an average 3.5 
high school CPA and above average SAT 
scores, often coupled with community 
service and special talents.
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Our faculty and programs continue 
to win recognition and awards. V.
■■I
Campus development, while disrup­
tive, is exciting. Even through this "dust 
bowl" period, you can see strong evi-
The new College of Sciences and 
Technology, led by Dean Arlan D. 
Norman, contains seven departments 
and the science education program. The 
College of Humanities and Social Sci­
ences, headed by Dean Ron 
Kleinknecht, contains 13 academic de­
partments as well as interdisciplinary 
programs, a number of research, profes-
This year's Homecoming Week> set for 
Oct. 18 through 26, promises to be big­
ger and better than ever. Festivities in­
clude the traditional salmon barbecue 
and bonfire, a football game against ri­
val Central Washington University and 
many other activities planned by 
Alumni Relations staff.
I hope many of you will take the op­
portunity to return to campus, stroll 
through the familiar and the new areas, 
and catch the football game. I'll look 
forward to seeing you here!
WINDOW on WESTERN
1949-John Terrcy, Distinguished 
Alumnus in 1986 and Centennial Exem­
plary Alumnus, teaches at the Edmonds 
Community College's Creative Retirement 
Institute. Terrey's philosophy is (in part), 
always a teacher, ever a learner.
1951 - Bill Stendal was honored by the 
Sedro-Woolley School District and received 
the Hall of Fame award for his excellent 
athletic and academic abilities.
1959- North Storms plays in the 
Clearbrook Connection, a Dixieland band 
in the Bellingham area. Several other 
members of the band graduated from 
WWU, too.
1961 - Arv Blankers retired from 
teaching math at Lynden Christian 
High School. Blankers spent his 
career, 41 years, in Room 16.
1962- James Kuder retired from 
the University of Kentucky where he 
served as the vice chancellor for 
Student Affairs and professor 
of educational and 
counseling psychology.
Kuder was honored as a 
"Pillar of the Profession" by 
the National Association of 
Student Personnel 
Administration and 
received the Distinguished 
Lifetime Service Award 
from the College Personnel 
Association of Kentucky....
Dale Steele leads the 
Clearbrook Connection, a 
Dixieland band in the 
Bellingham area.
1965- Lynn (McDougall)
Parnell and her husband Harold "Rick" 
Parnell ('70) have spent the last three years 
cruising in Central America aboard their 
sailboat. Sapphire.
1967- Michael Aemmer retired from the 
Longview School District with 30 years 
service.... Laurie Vitt, professor of zoology 
at the University of Oklahoma, was elevated 
to the rank of George Lynn Cross Research 
Professor. The prestigious appointment 
includes a sizable award, a permanent salary 
Increase and special research assistance.
1969- Odie Bargmeyer retired from the 
Rochester School District after teaching 33 
years.... Larry Brown retired from 
Snohomish High School, ending his 30- 
year career in education.... Barbara Keith 
retired from the Longview School District 
with 34 years service.... Roger Long Is 
the senior vice president of commer­
cial lending at Peoples Bank in 
Bellingham.
1970- Harold "Rick" Parnell 
spent three years cruising in 
Central America aboard a sailboat.
1971 - Alan Adolphson is a 
mathematics professor at Oklahoma 
State University and became 
head of the math 
department in June....
Tom Keeney joined 
Security Pacific Mortgage 
Company in Bellevue as a 
senior loan officer.... Ron 
Rudy was elected to the 
board of directors at 
Shoreline Bank.... Wayne 
Langei celebrated his 30‘^ 
anniversary at Whatcom 
Educational Credit Union. 
Langei is the president 
and chief executive officer.
1972- Ruben Watson is 
the director of the Lakewood Community 
Band and owns Ruben Watson Music 
Studios. He teaches saxophone to 72 
students In Lakewood, Puyallup and 
Federal Way.
Bellingham was named for the 
fourth consecutive year as one 
of the “25 Most Influential 
Persons In the Meetings 
Industry” by MeetingNews 
Magazine. He is president of 
Corbin Ball Associates, a 
speaking, consulting and 
writing firm focusing on 
technology for the meetings 
and events industry.
1973- Ken Bakken retired from Mount 
Baker School District with 30 years service. 
Bakken began teaching drafting at Mount 
Baker junior High School when he was 22.... 
Rear Admiral Linda J. Bird is the com­
mander of the Defense Supply Center in 
Columbus, Ohio.
1974- Doug MacLean, president of Talking 
Rain Beverage Co., won the Eastside 
Corporate Citizenship Award from the 
Bellevue Chamber of Commerce... Douglas 
Massey, Centennial Exemplary Alumnus, 
collaborated with five other scholars on 
Worlds in Motion, an ambitious study of the 
cases and consequences of international 
migration. Massey participated in a 
migration of his own from the University of 
Pennsylvania, where he has taught since
1994, to Princeton University where he 
earned his Ph.D.
1976- Dean Madson received an American 
Chemical Society Regional Industrial 
Innovation Award for his work in the 
development of ultra barrier coatings.
Matson is a senior research scientist in 
PNNL's Energy Science and Technology 
Directorate and has been with the lab since
1985. He has 15 years of experience related 
to various aspects of vapor-deposited coating 
technology, and has received multiple 
awards and patents related to commercial 
application of his work In this and other 
areas. Only 14 people from six companies 
around the country were selected to receive 
this award.... Richard Mclver, winner of 
WWU's Distinguished Lifetime Achievement 
Award for 2003, was appointed to the State 
Housing Commission by Gov. Gary Locke.
1977- Carolyn Price is the publisher of 
Sports Etc and the president of Price Media 
Inc.
1978- Eddy Logghe Is the senior vice 
president and residential loan production 
manager for Banner Bank in Bellingham;
1979- Christine Marie is an ordained 
minister of the Episcopal Church, a 
published poet and playwright, commu­
nity organizer and a teacher of peer 
counseling.
1980- Susan Cribble is the principal at 
Monroe Elementary School.... Marci 
Larsen is the superintendent of the 
Mukilteo School District.... Loren Pease 
and his five cousins own Pease Construc­
tion Inc. In Bellevue. Pease Construction 
Inc. prides itself on its ability to tackle 
unusual building projects.
1981 - Victor Cruz Is the co-owner of 
Canon de Sol Winery, in Badger Canyon, 
Wash.... Ray Downey and Barry Ulman 
play in the Bellingham area's Dixieland 
band, Clearbrook Connection.
1982- Bill Boyd was promoted to interim 
fire chief in Bellingham.
1983- Mary Ann Boyle has developed 
and is offering a therapy in motion 
program for Whatcom County residents 
through Northwest Behavioral Inc. The 
program is a walking and talking program 
that combines the benefits of exercise with 
one-on-one counseling to treat depression, 
anxiety and other mental-health concerns. 
... Robyn Jones is an underwriting 
representative with KPLU public radio 
station.... Aaron Taylor Is the district 
operations manager for Rental Services 
stores across Washington.
1984- Eddy Roddy is the financial adviser 
and vice president of Key Corp.'s McDonald 
Financial Group and has been licensed as a 
general securities representative through the 
National Association of Securities Dealers and 
the New York Stock Exchange. Roddy works 
at the Key Bank branch on Holly Street In 
downtown Bellingham.... Jim Rothlin is 
executive director of the Port of Chehalls.
Woodring alumni honored for education excellence
By Amber Blondin ('03) 
UNIVERSITY COMMUNICATIONS
Of the 27 educators, principals and 
school staffers who received Professional 
Excellence Awards this year, 12 were 
Western alumni. The recipients, all from 
the western Washington region, were 
honored in early May by Woodring 
College of Education for their dedica­
tion to education and human services. 
The graduates include:
Barbara Baar ('70), a retired middle 
school science educator with 32 years 
of teaching experience, is a volunteer 
working on assessment standards and 
methods. She serves on the Washing­
ton Assessment of Student Learning 
committee and the strategic planning 
team for science education reform.
Gretchen Johanson ('74) a fifth- 
grade teacher at Washington Elemen­
tary who has influenced her students in 
such meaningful ways that they can re­
member, even decades later, specific les­
sons she taught that continue to impact 
their lives. Students eagerly anticipate 
the experiential science unit she devel­
oped based on her love of birds.
Doug Asbjomsen ('77), principal for 
three years at Skyline Elementary and 
better known as "Mr. A" to his students, 
has facilitated growth in his staff and 
community through team building, 
planning and creative management.
^^WINPQW on WESTERN
Suzanne Bond ('78) retired as super­
intendent of the Coupeville School Dis­
trict in 2002. She organized many ex­
emplary programs, such as the Charac­
ter Education Program, and focused on 
staff development. "Genuine," "ar­
dent," "rare," and "extraordinary," are 
a few of the phrases used by principals 
and teachers to describe her.
Kathleen "Katy" Wilson ('78) has 
been a model special education teacher 
for 35 years and is the director of Hill­
top Elementary's Learning Support Pro­
gram. Under her direction, the program 
is a model in the broad range of inter­
vention approaches used to support stu­
dent learning and resolve conflicts.
Gay Robinson ('83), has 22 years of 
experience in education as Kendall El­
ementary volunteer coordinator and 
special projects secretary for all three 
elementary schools in the district; a sub­
stitute secretary and nurse for the dis­
trict; the Medicaid Match coordinator; 
extended day program supervisor; 
school photographer; and PTA secretary.
Bruce Walker ('85) is a special educa­
tion teacher whose knowledge of human 
behavior and neurological and cognitive 
development are expressed in the train­
ing he gives his staff and in the individu­
alized training equipment he builds. In 
the two years he has been in charge of 
the life skills class he has had measur­
able success with all of his students.
Susan Crawford ('87) was the Na­
tional Science Teacher of the Year in 
1994 and is currently director of Science 
Education Alliance, a new program 
which combines dynamic hands-on cur­
riculum with Naval Undersea Museum 
resources, including a chartered vessel 
for research cruises.
Alan Doud ('88), a Squalicum High 
School physics teacher whose visionary 
paper in 1994, "High Schools of the 
Future," was instrumental in drawing 
architects nationwide to bid on design­
ing a new high school. Fittingly, four 
years later, he joined the new Squalicum 
faculty as a model physics teacher and 
head coach for cross-country and track.
Lisa Lockwood ('89), a fifth-grade 
teacher at Skyline Elementary, advocates 
self-motivation and self-empowerment 
as important tools for students to be suc­
cessful. She has led record-breaking 
fund-raising efforts that she used as fun 
mathematical opportunities for her stu­
dents.
Leaf Schumann ('93) of the Blaine 
Family Service Center has shown ex­
traordinary skill in dealing with indi­
viduals and families in crisis. A short list 
of the services the center provides in­
cludes referrals; home visits; client ad­
vocacy; women's support groups; fam­
ily conflict and problem solving strate­
gies; school supplies; dispute resolution; 
literacy and education services; and ba­
sic needs procurement.
Deb Cimunings ('94), a Regional Dis­
tinguished Principal (2001-2002) at 
Blaine Elementary, leads a monthly 
county principal's group, directs the 
Blaine School District assessment team, 
and works with parent and community 
groups such as "Hands Across the Bor­
der," a Canadian-American friendship 
organization.
Rower 
wins gold
Former Western rower Dave 
Friedericks ('00) won a gold medal in 
rowing at the 2003 Pan American 
Games on Rincon Lake in the Domini­
can Republic*
With Friedericks pulling the bow-oar, 
the United States men's eight led from 
start to finish, covering the 2,000-meter 
course in 5:43.61 to finish 2.52 seconds 
ahead of Canada. Friedericks also helped 
the U.S. win a silver medal in the fours 
competition.
Friedericks, a four-year letter winner 
for the Vikings from 1996 to 1999 and 
a Port Townsend native, competed on 
his first U.S. national team at the 2002 
World Championships.
Send short items of Interest, address changes, news about alumni and 
photos of alumni wearing their Western shirts, hats, etc. to: Alumni 
House, MS-9199, Western Washington University, 
Bellingham, WA 98225-9199.
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1985 - Sean Quinn is a kitchen choreogra­
pher (chef) at El Gaucho in Tacoma.... Kelly 
Stewart is a sixth grade teacher at A. j. West 
School in Aberdeen. Stewart was named 
Aberdeen's Teacher of the Year for 2003.
Holly (Sloppier) Oakley (*85) of 
Lake Stevens joined Wells Fargo 
as a business banker at its 
Everett Main financial services 
store. Oakley previously worked 
17 years with U.S. Bank.
1986 - Patrick Burns is 
serving in Moldova 
with the Peace Corps 
for two years to 
improve school 
children's English 
skills.... David 
Clement is senior
director of Oracle 
Corporation 
in japan.
He can be 
reached at 
david.clement 
@oracle.com.... 
Anthony George 
is executive vice 
president and chief 
financial officer for 
Kitsap Bank.
1989 - Dr. Timothy Bemey was a featured 
speaker at the Grays Harbor Community 
Hospital. Berney is an orthopedic physician.
... David Hutchinson of Ferndale High 
School was named the 2003 High School 
Principal of the Year by the Association of 
Washington School Principals.... Christo­
pher G. Isenberg is the new Pulp Mill 
Manager for Kimberly-Clark Corporation in 
Everett. Isenberg and his family will move 
from Wisconsin to Snohomish, Wash.... Sher 
(Thoren) Isenberg's artwork was recently 
exhibited in the Baker's Dozen Collage Show 
in Okato, New Zealand. Another of her 
pieces is in the spring edition of Attitude....
Jill Sherman-Konkle does marketing, 
graphic design and Web design for BC&j 
Architecture, Planning and Construction 
Management in Friday Harbor.
promoted to lieutenant paramedic with the 
Marysville Fire District.... Ruben Watson 
directs the South Sounders, a group of 
musicians in the Lakewood Community 
Band. The band has played at community 
events and Is made up of 51 members from 
around Pierce and south King counties.
1995 - Angelique Davis is an adjunct 
lecturer at Seattle University and teaches 
minority rights and the U.S. law.
1990 - Brad Haggen was promoted to vice 
president in charge of new business at 
Haggen.... Becca Menzies and Eric Shew 
('93) are partners in Shew Design in 
Bellingham.
1987 - Christine Anderson is the vice 
president and human resources manager for 
Horizon Bank in Bellingham.... Lisa Edwards 
Pletcher, executive director of the Pierce 
County Careers Consortium, has received 
the prestigious Star of Education Award from 
the National Association of State Directors of 
Career Technical Education Consortium 
(NASDVTEC). The award goes annually to a 
state educator for distinguished service, 
leadership, vision and achievement in career 
and technical education.
1991 - Kerry McMahon works in the 
Madison AIDS clinic at Harborvlew Medical 
Center.... Susan Sandberg was promoted 
to vice president and advertising manager at 
Pacific Northwest Bank in La Conner.... Julia 
Villalobos is stationed In Kuwait with the 
U.S. Coast Guard.
1993 - Brent Heilesen Is an account 
executive with Bratrud Middleton Insurance 
in Tacoma.... Jeff Johnson is the principal at 
Tenino High School.... Alyssa Lonner 
received her doctorate in Germanic 
languages and literatures from Washington 
University. Lonner is an assistant professor of 
German at Wake Forest University in 
Winston-Salem, N.C.... Eric Shew is a 
partner In Shew Design In Bellingham.... 
Coll Thrush earned his Ph.D. in history at 
the University of Washington in December 
2002. Thrush joined the faculty of 
the Program on the Environment 
at the UW and is also an 
independent historical consult­
ant, working primarily with tribes 
and not-for-profits in the Puget 
Sound area.
1996 ~ Michelle Aitken finished her master 
of science degree in resilience management/ 
societal safety in June 2002 at Stavanger 
University College in Norway.... Mark Bieda 
graduated from officer training school at 
Maxwell Air Force Base in Montgomery, Ala., 
and was commissioned a second lieutenant 
In the Air Force.... Amy Gordon performs 
with the Daredevil Opera Company.... Rob 
Sawatzky is the Interim principal of Central 
Elementary School for the 2003-04 school 
year.
1988 - Susan Tincker Wean is a real estate 
agent with Coldwell Banker Miller-Amason in 
Bellingham.... Allan Wright is mounting an 
Internet led campaign for the presidency of 
the United States. Wright announced his 
candidacy as an Independent candidate on 
http://www.allanforpresident.com.
1992 - Shannon Fowler Alviar is a program 
analyst - Web development for Connexion 
by Boeing.... Jenni Colyer bakes four dozen 
cookies every day and mails them on 
Mondays to soldiers stationed ail over the 
world. Colyeris own son, Ian, is a specialist in 
the U.S. Army and is stationed in Iraq. Colyer 
had a "Nana Camp" this summer and 
taught her grandchildren to bake cookies.... 
Jack Huls is the vice president at Peninsula 
College.... Andrew Shelton is a human 
resource specialist with Qwest Communica­
tions In Seattle.... Dean Shelton was
1994 - Kimberly Ketcham is a 
guest columnist with the Peninsula 
Gateway. Ketcham is a stay-at- 
home mom with four 
children, and her family 
operates a Christmas tree 
farm on Fox Island....
Michael Vendiola spoke at 
the American Indian social 
issues conference in Skagit 
Valley, addressing chal­
lenges associated with 
crossing over between native and non-tribal 
societies.... Theresa Trebon presents a 
slide show titled "Remembrance: A History 
of Mourning and Burial Customs In 
Washington State."... Timothy Wunder is 
an assistant professor of economics at 
Valparaiso University in Indiana.
1997 - Mary Dickinson is the government 
affairs director for the Building Industry of 
Whatcom County.... Scott Flanders is a 
math teacher and the head coach at Lake 
Stevens High School. Flanders was 
named coach of the year.... Gabriel 
Galanda is serving is second term 
as president of the Northwest 
Indian Bar Association. He is 
chairman-elect of the Washington 
State Bar Association's Indian law 
section and an associate in the 
Seattle office of Williams, Kastner & 
Gibbs PLLC.
Michael Shaw (*95 ) is the 
environmental project manager 
for the Port of Tacoma.
1998 - Tyler Drake, a 
Washington state trooper, 
was hailed a hero on May 
13 when he rescued a 
woman who had been 
abducted by an armed 
kidnapper.... Jana Hill is 
the assistant editor for 
"New Age Retailer" in
Bellingham.... Sunny McCallum is the office 
manager for Steward & King Architects in 
Bellingham.... Scott Morris is writing for the 
local section of The Everett Herald.... Jerry 
Schackette was promoted to associate 
professor at College of the Ozarks in Point
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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1978 - Kay Jarvela and Peter Froeb, March 22. 
1986 - David Clement and Kayo Fufrtani, May 24. 
1987-Kurt Gulden arxi Michelle V\febster, OcL 19.
1989 - Sojtt Coiy and Sherry Fournier, May 17.
1998 - Mark Ashford and Jennifer Lageson, 
Oct 10... Joshua Evans and Valerie Undberg 
('02), Dec. 28.... Kelly Flagg and Brian van 
Valey, March 8.... Taro Miwa ('98) and 
Tomoko Kobs^ashl ('97), Aug. 15,2003.
1991 - Gary Knapp and Erin Turner ('97), 
Oct. 5.
1994 - NIkkole Martinson and Kevin Beil, 
Feb. 15.... Beth Pelto to Scott Fishbeck, 
Oct. 31.... Amy Poort and Jason Jones, 
March 8.
1999 - Erin Anderson and T. Anthony 
Fortier ('01), Aug. 10, 2002.... Ross 
Hoover and Robin Drexl^, Feb. 15.... 
Jerrame James and Fiona Marinus, Feb. 15.
- Kelli Reed and G. Alex Kinney^Dec 21.
1996 - Tim Clemons and Allison Horak, May 
3.... Jennifer France and John Talvitie, Jr. 
('96), April 11.... Heidi Hougan and Andy 
Gale, Feb. 22.... Inger-Lise Nllsen and Scott 
Conner, April 12.... Jenny Walter and 
Timothy Quiggle C97), Dec. 29.
Anderson ('99), Aug. 10, 2002.
2002 - Crystal Bagby and Christopher Flack, 
May 10.... Teresa Elenbaas and Dominic 
Alexander, Dec. 13.... Valerie Undberg 
and Joshua Evans ('98), Dec. 28.... Robert 
Taylor and Rachel Turner, May 31.
1997 - Karl Jenson and Cynthia McDonald, 
Feb. 14.... Tomoko KobayashI and Taro
Miwa ('98), Aug. 15, 2003__ Katie Miller
and Joseph Alford, May 8.... Timothy 
Quiggle and Jenny Walter ('96), Dec. 29.... 
Erin Turner and Cary Knapp ('91), Oct 5.
2003 - Thomas Koetje and Ekaterina 
Kravchenko, May 10.... Kali Moen and Jerry 
Johnson, May 24.... Trevor Swedeen and 
Megan Hyde, March 29.... Jamie Walker 
and Jason Johnson, July 20, 2003.
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FACULTY — Carolyn Dale (journalism) and 
Tim Pilgrim (journalism), June 1.... Tracy 
Everbach (journalism) and Jake Batseli, a 
Seattle Times reporter July 19.... Evelyn 
Wellman (music, emeritus) and Henry Vbn i 
Bargen, a retired restaurant owner, July 6.
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Alumni, faculty continue to fill book shelves
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By Christine Schadt
UNIVERSITY COMMUNICATIONS
Since last spring's story on Western 
authors, WWU alumni and faculty have 
been keeping pen to paper and fingers to 
keyboards.
Graphic artist Anita K. Boyle ('98), 
owner of Egress Studio and Egress Studio 
Press in Bellingham, has published five 
poetry books by Western alumni, students 
and professors. The latest, "The Art of 
Departure" by Susan Erickson (Egress 
Studio Press, $10) contains poems re­
sponding to the nature of the 
Pacific Northwest, 
the process of loss 
and the nuances of 
place. Erickson stud­
ied creative writing at 
Western with English 
professors Suzanne 
Paola, Bmce Beasley and 
James Bertolino.
Chris Friday, history pro­
fessor and director of the 
Center for Pacific Northwest 
Studies, tells the story of a 
prominent Native American 
artist and storyteller in 
"Lelooska: The Life of a North­
west Coast artist" (University of 
Washington Press, $24.95)
V
Accounting major turned writer 
^ Lila Pinord's ('73) novel "Skye 
Dancer" (Publish America, $19.95) 
is a story of mystery and suspense 
surrounding an abduction at a resers 
vation at Klama Bay. Pinord grew up
on the Quinalt Indian Reservation and 
now lives in Port Angeles.
Poet Felicisima Kasinger ('96) of 
Sedro-Woolley published a book of origi­
nal poetry titled "The Heart of a Poet" 
(Watermark Press, $27). The book of gen­
eral interest poems includes a song about 
love and a poem remembering the World 
Trade Center towers in New York City.
Derrick Chevalier ('79), executive vice 
president of Harrison-Chevalier, Inc., a 
training and consulting firm, has written 
"From Fear to Fearless," a concise look at 
the nature of fear and the role it plays in 
our professional, personal and spiritual 
lives. Writen in the spirit of "The 7 Hab­
its of Highly Effective People" and "Who 
Moved My Cheese?" the book offers prac­
tical steps to make an immediate and 
positive impact on your life. The book can 
be ordered from http://www.h-c.com.
Dennis Mansker ('73) published his 
long-awaited first novel, "A Bad Attitude: 
A Novel from the Vietnam War". Mansker 
received some excellent reviews, and 
David Wilson (author of "In the Army 
Now & The REMF Diary") has called it 
one of the 10 or 12 best novels about Viet­
nam. The book can be ordered online at 
http://www.dennismansker.com.
After investigating her own spiritual 
journey, Elizabeth Wharton ('84), along 
with several other women, wrote "Daugh­
ters of the Desert: Stories of Remarkable
Women from Christian, Jewish and Mus­
lim Traditions" (SkyLight Paths, $19.95). 
The book tells the stories of women who 
played important roles in the early days 
of those religions. Wharton's work as a 
nurse has taken her to a Navajo Indian 
Reservation, an AIDS hospice and a refu­
gee camp on the Afghanistan-Pakistan 
border. She lives in Spokane.
Also publishing recently, Steve 
Johnson ('69) wrote "Where the World 
Does Not Follow." The book is a collec­
tion of black and white photographs and 
poetry put together in an artistic presen­
tation.
Ray Andrews' ('93) second novel. Sal­
vation, the second part of the Horizon tril­
ogy, will be coming out in January. The 
series, beginning with Covenant, is avail­
able as an electronic book or a paperback 
from lstbooks.com. Andrews teaches En­
glish as a Second Language at Edmonds 
Community College.
Alumni survey coming
It's been a while since we've asked you to tell us about yourselves 
and what's been happening in your lives. Your responses to a new 
survey will not only help update WWU's database, but will assist us in 
reunions, event planning and career services.
Ail alumni will have the option of completing either an online or 
printed survey. You will receive a postcard this fall with ail the details 
and we ask that you respond at your earliest convenience. Western is 
proud of you and your accomplishments and looks forward to your 
response.
Membership reaches 100
s\
Trio added to WWU Athletic Hall of Fame
Rowing coach; basketball and volleyball stars to be inducted at Homecoming
Itv^Wj-yXvXv'vX
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By Paul Madison ('71)
SPORTS INFORMATION
A rowing coach who took the pro­
gram to a new standard of excellence, a 
basketball standout who fashioned the 
most successful career in school history, 
and a volleyball player who played a key 
role in the Vikings' greatest season are 
the newest members of the WWU Ath­
letic Hall of Fame.
The inductees are men's rowing coach 
Bob Diehl, women's volleyball setter 
Kim Kolody^Bjorklund ('90), and men's 
basketball guard Manny Kimmie (90).
The trio will bring the hall's total 
membership to 100 when they are for­
mally inducted Saturday, Oct. 25 with 
ceremonies in the Viking Union and 
during halftime at Western's Homecom­
ing football game against Central.
Kimmie, 35, an employee at ARCO/ 
BP in Femdale, finished his career as the 
school's all-time leader in points (1,624),
assists (430) and steals (282). He was the 
only Western men's basketball player to 
be a part of 100 victories (101-37) and 
on four teams that reached the NAIA 
District 1 finals.
Kimmie was a third- 
team NAIA All- 
American, first- 
team Little All- 
Northwest, and Dis­
trict 1 Player of the Year as 
a senior in 1989-90. He com­
pleted his eligibility with 
nine school career records 
and two game marks. As 
a sophomore, Kimmie 
helped the Vikings finish 
28-8 (still a school record), 
win the district title and reach 
the second round at the NAIA national 
tournament.
He went on to play for an Ipswich 
Eagles club team in Brisbane, Australia, 
as well as the Yakima Sun Kings in the 
Continental Basketball League (1992-93) 
and the Calgary 88s in the World Bas­
ketball League (1993-94), each for one 
season. He also competed at the 1991 
U.S. Olympic Trials in team handball.
Kolody-Bjorklund, 35, 
who is beginning her third 
season as head girls volleyball 
coach at Bellingham High 
School, helped the Vikings 
place third at the 1990 
NAIA National Tourna­
ment, setting a school 
single-season record 
with 1,500 assists.
Kolody-Bjorklund 
earned NAIA All- 
America honorable 
mention and second- 
team NAIA national all­
tournament recognition in 1990, help­
ing Western to a 34-10 record, district 
and region titles, and the school's first 
national tournament appearance.
A first-team District 1 all-star and dis­
trict all-tournament pick, her school- 
record assist total ranked second nation­
ally. She also led the team in service aces 
with 79, which ranked No. 17 nation­
ally, and was second in digs with 298.
Despite playing just two seasons at 
Western, Kolody-Bjorklund still ranks 
third among the school's career assist 
leaders with 2,240.
Diehl, 64, the third-generation presi­
dent of Diehl Ford in Bellingham, was 
crew coach from 1970 to 1976.
He had varsity eight shells win North­
west small college titles four times in his 
six years as crew mentor. A varsity four 
placed fourth at the Intercollegiate Row­
ing Association Championship under 
his leadership, and two of his rowers 
competed in the Olympic Games.
In 1972, he introduced the Viking 
Invitational Regatta, which included 
virtually every Northwest rowing pro­
gram and continued for 13 years.
Diehl is now a member of the Viking' 
Athletic Advisory Board and participate 
in Western's Coaches Car program.
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Lookout, Mo. Schackette directs the Hotel 
and Restaurant Management Program 
at the private, liberal arts 
college where he has taught 
since 1997.
IN MEMORIAM
Anna Makanju (*98) 
received the Paul and Daisy 
Soros Fellowship for New 
Americans graduate study.
1999- Lindsey Isaacs is 
the branch manager of 
Columbia Credit Union in 
Vancouver.... Amy 
DeLorenzo was awarded a 
scholarship as part of 
the third annual 
Budweiser 
Conservation and 
Scholarship 
Program. DeLorenzo is 
one of 14 winners from 
colleges and universi­
ties across the country.
1919- Domeneca "Kate" Del Duca, 103, a 
retired music teacher who taught at Whittier 
Elementary School In Ballard, june 9.
1956- Richard Walston, 69, a firefighter 
and community servant. In Steilacoom 
March 16.
1922- Eleanor "Bobbins" Bower, 101, a 
retired teacher, March 19.
1928- Maude Seward Kanouse, 75, a 
retired teacher. May 17.
1960-Theodore Shular, 77, a retired 
teacher and Christmas tree farmer, in 
Marysville April 30.... Bema Stout, 80, a 
retired social worker. In Big Lake March 4.
1929- Helen Aitkins, 92, In Seattle, Apr. 17 
... W. Dean Edmondson, 95, a retired 
principal and superintendent of schools. In 
Seattle Feb. 20.
1964- Bernard Durnan, 64, in Bellingham 
April 8.
1966- Mary Jean Bingham Booth, 81, in 
Tacoma April 2.
1930- Olga Thompson Antonson, 95, a 
retired teacher, in Poulsbo june 14.
She will use the money 
to finish research for her thesis.
1937- Ralph Shenenberger, 88, a retired 
purchasing agent, in Bremerton May 2.
1973- Shirley Katherine Forrest, a retired
designer, 75, July 15__ Gabriel Trujillo, 52,
in Seattle june 23.
2000- Tim Boyd Is an independent 
filmmaker in Seattle.... Rod Cann is a 
commercial loan officer at Whidbey Island 
Bank in Bellingham.... Erin Estes finished her 
first year teaching social studies at a middle 
school in Renton School District where she 
received the Teacher of the Year award. She 
was also honored by the Renton Chamber of 
Commerce at the annual "Ahead of the Class 
Awards." Estes received $500.... Ryan 
Martin is a real estate agent with Fairhaven 
Realty.... Joel McDonald is the national 
accounts representative with Inside Design 
Carpet One in Wenatchee.... Sara Petty 
received her master's degree from Cal State 
Fullerton. Petty received an Irene Ryan Acting 
Scholarship and a James D. Young scholar­
ship there for her excellence In acting and 
teaching.... John Vincent Is the director of 
Healthy Families of Clallam County. Healthy 
Families provides services aimed at helping 
both adults and children, including "safe" 
houses for short-term emergency shelters 
and a transitional home for victims of 
domestic violence.
1941- Marion Smithing, 83, a retired 
teacher, june 10 Kirkwood.
1974- Stephen Bush, 53, an employee at 
ARCO, in Bellingham May 2.... Paula Dean 
Keeton, 50, from cancer, Whidbey Island 
Aug. 3.
teacher, in Bellingham Jan. 20.
1983- Diane Keener Beohike, 43, an 
employee of the parks and recreation 
department in Sequim, in Sequim Feb. 24.
1991- Marcia Smith, 65, in Port Townsend 
March 29.... Carol Wanzer, 55, In Whidbey 
Island May 27.
1996- David Vernon Harrell, 47, june 19 
while serving as a chief radio electronics 
technician aboard the USS Rappahannock.
1998-Vicki Smith, 56, a human services 
worker, in Seattle May 8.
2000- Eric Martin, 27, an employee of the 
Department of Transportation at the MATS
FACULTY, STAFF & 
FRIENDS
1947-Alfrieda Hollander, 83, a retired 
teacher and homemaker, june 5.
1948- Howard Thon, 77, a retired teacher 
and principal, in Bellingham May 3.
1949- Robert K. johnsen, 78, a retired 
teacher and superintendent of the White 
River School District, in Mount Vernon june 
16.
1975- Joseph Bordynoski, 64, a retired 
accountant and business owner, on March 
29 in Kennewick.... Mark Reiman, 49, a 
musician, choir director and teacher, from 
ALS in Seattle April 29.
Kelly Colgan, 20, a work-study student 
with Alumni Relations, died of cystic 
fibrosis on june 13.
1978-Wilfred j. Bourassa, jr., 63, a mental 
health specialist, in Bellingham March 14.
Betyjane "Bj" Pedersen, 75, an active 
member of the Friends of WWU's Music 
Library, june 13 in La Conner.
1950- Glen Wolf, 74, a retired teacher and 
principal, in Bellingham on April 23.
1979- Arthur Watts, jr., 50, of a brain 
tumor june 16.
1954- Ruby Cashen, 92, a retired teacher, 
in Everett March 10.
1981-Janet Borgaard, 44, a retired 
financial specialist from the Department of 
Social Services, of a brain tumor April 19.
1955- Marie Barker, 85, a retired educator, 
in Poulsbo May 24.
1982- Deborah Tayior, 57, an actress and
Richard O. Starbird, 78, who taught 
education for 28 years at WWU, june 8, in 
Florida. Memorial contributions may be 
made to the Richard Starbird Scholarship 
Fund through the WWU Foundation, MS- 
9034, Bellingham, WA, 98225-9034.
2001 - Ryan Bentz Is an account 
coordinator for Desautel Hege 
Communications in Spokane.... 
Priscilla Brady is the principal at 
English Crossing Elementary 
School in Lakewood....
Rebecca Hull works with the 
Family and Community 
Involvement Team of the 
AmerICorps program in 
Sunnyside, Wash....
Vanessa Keverkamp is 
the department manager 
at the flagship Nordstroms 
in downtown Seattle....
Ross Short was named 
"Rookie Teacher of the 
Year" by the Washington
Industrial and Technology Education 
Association.... Kelli Visser was 
promoted to senior tax accountant 
with Moss Adams LLP.
Holly Trujillo COl) received the 
American Dietetic Association 
Award for 2003. Trujillo works as 
an outpatient dietitian at Valley 
Medical Center in Puyallup.
2002- Eric Blankenship is the 
marketing manager at the 
Parkside Special Care 
(Alzheimer's) Facility in Mount 
Vernon.... Nick Hartrich Is the 
events coordinator for BIA In 
Bellingham. ... Terry Lee Is a 
financial adviser for 
Morgan Stanley in 
Bellingham.... Christian 
Mead opened Mead 
Tech Services, a 
residential computer 
support and repair 
service. ... Amanda 
Resterer owns Sweet 
Dreams, a children's and
infant furniture store In Bellingham 
Lance Rice created Freelance 
Marketing, a non-profit organiza­
tion that serves local business 
owners in Whatcom County.... 
Abbey Marie Short passed the 
Washington state certified 
public account exam. Short 
works for Moss Adams LLP, CPA 
of Bellingham.... Emily Steel is 
the project coordinator for 
ioCreative of Bellingham....
April Walbrun is the public 
relations manager for 
GBA Design in Belling­
ham. ... Erin Walcon 
directed the Blaine High 
School Drama Club's 
Drama Showcase in 
March. Walcon is a 
graduate of Blaine 
High School.
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Janis Velasquez C03) is WWU's 
newest Admissions counselor, 
with a specialty in multicultural 
student outreach. She will sup­
port all students who have dem­
onstrated success working with 
diverse populations.
f'.
Alumni Adventures
Many of Western’s alumni serve as instructors for the Adventures in Science and Arts and Sleeping Over with 
Science programs. During July 2003, several alumni provided learning and fun on subjects ranging from 
illustration and the social history of rock 'n’ roll to marine science and film.
During one week’s program, Devon Cancilla, director of scientific technology services (front, left in photo at 
left), joined with (left to right next to Cancilla) John Stockman (*02); Willow McLaughlin (*97); Heather
Farren (*03); and Karen Mabbutt (*02) to teach middle-schoolers who were 
getting a taste of college life.
Other alumni instructors for programs for high schoolers included (left to 
right in photo at lower left): Heather Cochran (*96); Steve Lawrence (*93); 
Willow McLaughlin (*97); and Allen Peterson (*87).
Youth programs at WWU scheduled for the fall include two sleepovers at the 
Learning Resource Center in the Science, Math and Technology Education 
building. One is planned especially for children of alumni on Friday, Oct. 24 , 
during Homecoming Week. The other will be Nov. 7 during FallFamily Open 
House. For information, contact Debbie Gibbons (360) 650-6820 or 
adventures@wwu.edu.
Christine Schadt Photos
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sponsoriZOllrest, WWU grads and Pepsi combine
help WWU^andl^ to provide scholarship funds
What do Western students, furniture, 
Whatcom Hospice and plywood company 
Mount Baker Products all have in com­
mon? Two generous Western alumni: Ken 
Durland ('99) and Josh Perry ('02).
rector of the Industrial Design Program. 
"This was an unbelievable opportunity," 
he said.
Think deals with soda companies only 
go to athletes and pop stars?
Durland, a lean manufacturing man­
ager, and Perry, a project specialist, are 
both Mount Baker Products employees. 
This spring they organized a company- 
sponsored furniture design contest and in­
vited Western industrial design and tech­
nology education students to apply.
The winning designs, chosen by a panel 
of local business owners, will be repro­
duced by professionals at Mount Baker 
Products and auctioned at the Whatcom 
Hospice Gala on Oct. 11 at the Belling­
ham Cruise Terminal. Students may also 
donate their designs for the auction.
Think again.
WWU and Pepsi bottler Walton Bever­
age hope to broaden this effort to busi­
nesses outside of Whatcom County as 
well.
Through Alumni Vend, an element in 
Western's contract with Pepsi, alumni or 
anyone touched by Western can donate a 
percentage of their commissions from 
Pepsi vending machines in their busi­
nesses to the WWU scholarship fund.
To become involved with the Alumni 
Vend program, please contact the West­
ern Washington University Foundation 
at (360) 650-3027 or contact your local 
Pepsi bottler.
Using more than $4,000 worth of do­
nated plywood from Mount Baker Prod­
ucts, students submitted such creations as 
chairs, desks, a Barbecue Buddi that pro­
vides additional preparation space and a 
credenza for flat screen televisions.
Auction organizers hope to raise 
$50,000 at the event.
In addition to organizing the contest, 
Durland and Perry also convinced com­
pany president Rod Remington to donate 
$3,000 in scholarships to the top three 
contest winners. The company plans to 
make the contest an annual event.
Local businesses such as Bellingham 
Cold Storage already participate in the 
program.
Distinguished Alumni Awards
The designs were displayed at the 
Northwest Washington Fair in August.
Students in the sophomore industrial 
design studio course usually buy their own 
materials, according to Arunas Oslapas, di-
Durland and Perry graduated from the 
Manufacturing Management Program.
nomination deadline Jan. 31
Information from: WWU Office of University 
Communications and The Bellingham Herald
By Christine Schadt
UNIVERSITY COMMUNICATIONS
Great times
Nominations for the 2004 Distin­
guished Alumni Award and the Distin­
guished Alumni Lifetime Achievement 
Award are due by Jan. 31.
The Distinguished Alumni Award rec­
ognizes achievement during a shorter 
period of time, contributions to the Uni­
versity or a noteworthy accomplishment. 
One or more recipients may be selected.
Peers, colleagues and associates are in­
vited to nominate an alumnus or alumna 
who has demonstrated success in his or 
her professional accomplishments, in­
volvement with Western and community
Winning applicants must be able to 
travel to WWU, participate in university 
activities and attend the annual Distin-
guished Alumni dinner in spring 2004.
Joyce Gillie C46) (right) hams 
it up with Nick C68) and Celia 
Bond C68) at a WWU 
gathering in Olympia
service.
Application materials may be obtained 
from the Alumni Association office:
The Lifetime Achievement Award rec­
ognizes the nominee's career-long 
achievement, generally in the nominee's 
chosen field, or a record of contribution 
to humanity in general. One recipient 
will be selected.
Alumni Relations, WWU, 516 High St., 
MS-9199, Bellingham, WA 98225-9199. 
Phone: (360) 650-3353 or (800) 676-6885. 
Or e-mail: Kathi.Howard@wwu.edu.
Vicki and Lyle Morse C70) and Kay Rich^he
Irector of University Residences at a fathering < ^
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Alumni director sought
The WWU Alumni Association is searching for a new executive di­
rector who will be responsible for developing programs for nearly 
80,000 graduates and former students of the imiversity.
Candidates for the full-time position should submit their applica­
tions by Sept. 25 for full consideration.
)im and Donna Selover 
('69) enjoy a sail on 
Elliot Bay in july with 
Alumni events man­
ager Kristie Lundstrom 
(right) and other 
friends and graduates.
Requirements tor the position include a bachelor's degree and five 
years experience in alumni relations or higher education external affairs.
For a complete description, see http://www.wwu.edu/-wwujobs.
■^WINDOW on WESTERN
If you are interested in working for your alma mater, or know an 
outstanding professional who can lead the Alumni Association, sub­
mit a letter of interest addressing desired qualifications, a complete 
resume, and names and phone numbers of three references to: Dr. A1 
Froderberg, chair. Alumni Search Committee, Western Washington 
University, Bellingham, WA, 98225-9034.
Susan Bakse photo
For more information, call (360) 650-4499.
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Msiomry composer and pianist Philip 
Glass performed in the Viking Umm 
in the early I97Qs. He retwms to 
Bellingham Jmt 17Ml FAC Series 
performances are at 7:30 pM, and * 
all, except ^Behind the Broken 
Word:^ are in the Performing Arts 
Center Tickets ($i0~$22) on scde 
Sept 23 with season md pkk^tkree 
series discounts mailable. Call the 
PACBox Office at (360) 650-6146 
or see ht^:flwwwpacseries.wwu.€thL
2 0 0 3 -
OcL 18: Eighth Blackbird
(Contemporary chamber music)
Feb. 21: Guitarists Boubacar Traore and 
Bill Frisell, accompanied by Madieye Niang 
on clabase/percussion.
Oct. 28; Angela Jia Kim 
(The Sanford Piano Series)
Proceeds from tickets, priced separately 
from the PAC Series at $8-$14, benefit the 
music department's piano scholarship fund.
Feb. 27: Naida Cole 
(The Sanford Piano Series)
Proceeds from tickets, priced separately 
from the PAC Series at $8-$14, benefit the 
music department's piano scholarship fund.
Oct. 30: Burhan O^al and the Istanbul 
Oriental Ensemble (Turkey's finest Roma 
musicians)
Nov. 8: Chazal Ensemble (Persian and 
Indian improvisations)
April 8 through April 10: "Behind the 
Broken Words" with actors Roscoe Lee 
Brown and Anthony Zerbe. 7:30 p.m. in 
Old Main Theatre.
Jan. 15, 16, 17: Composer Philip Glass 
'Glass Works," a coilaboration of Western's 
dance and music faculty, at 7:30 p.m. 
Thursday and Friday Jan. 15 and 16, sets 
the stage for Glass's Jan. 17 appearance at 
the PAC Week-long celebration of his work 
includes selected film showings with the 
Pickford Cinema.
May 14, 15: The Tin Hat Trio 
Friday May 14 appearance in collabora­
tion with the Whatcom Film Association at 
the Pickford Cinema's second home, 1318 
Bay Street. Priced (TBA) and ticketed sepa­
rately from the PAC Series, through the 
Pickford Cinema. May 15 concert at PAC Alumni Associ and UniveMly, Events^
Western Ga offers
Sept. 23 
Sept. 26
WWU Convocation: 7 p.m., on campus
unique visions of art in 'if-'
Alumni Club: Night at the Mariners, with 4 p.m. pre-game 
tlon at Safeco Field. Game against Oakland at 7 p.m.
in Seattle: Alumni Association tailgate party at 
WWif vs. Central game, Seahawks Stadium. Tentative 
times: tailgate at 3 p.m., game at 6 p.m. See page 20 for 
more information.
contemporary life
Oct. 14 Distinguished Lecture Series: Author Russell Banks, 6:30 
p.m. PAC Mainstage
Oct 18
Oct. 6 through Dec. 6 
Art over sofas and designer furniture 
paired with complimentary or contrast­
ing works pose questions about the 
purpose and nature of art in a unique 
season-opening exhibit.
Jan. 12 through March 6 
A faculty exhibit showcases a variety of 
traditional and new media and exploring 
a wide range of contemporary themes.
Oct. 18 
Oct 18-26 
Oct. 23
San Francisco Alumni: Tailgate party at WWU vs. UC- 
Davis game
Home Economics Alumni: Reunion on campus 
Homecoming: See pp. 1, 20 for more details
a
//A Painting for Over the Sofa ...Which 
Is Not Necessarily a Painting" matches 
18 look-alike inflatable sofas with 18 
unique art works to emphasize the 
unsuitable characteristic of viewing art as 
accoutrement
April 5 through May 28 
"Comic Release: Negotiating Identity for 
a New Generation," explores the use of 
comic and cartoon imagery as a vehicle 
for cultural transmission and critique 
through the work of 75 American and 
Japanese artists, including former 
Western faculty member Mark Newport.
Nov. 7
Turning Points Faculty Speaker Series: Brian Bingham, 
Shannon Point Marine Center, 5:15 p.m., Miller Hall 104
Sleeping Over with Science youth program has a 
chemistry theme: "What's the Matter?" Grades 3-8, 7 
p.m. to 7 a.m. at SMATE.
a
a.
Nov. 7-9 
Nov. 13
Fall Family Weekend
Bellingham Business Forum: Keynote speaker is Sunny 
Kobe Cook, 12 noon at Hotel Bellwether
a
In a companion exhibit, "A Sofa and 
Gallery director Sarah Clark-Langager 
sought artists whose works stylistically or 
thematically resonated with world- 
famous sofa designs found in the 
university's noted collection. Among the 
artists contributing to "A Sofa and ...," 
are Mark Danielson ('86) of Seattle and 
Robert McCauley ('69) of Rockford, III.
Western Gallery is free and open to the 
public Mondays through Fridays from 10 to 
4 p.m.. except Wednesdays until S pan., and 
Saturdays noon to 4 pan. Exhibits are closed 
Nov. 26-30cJan. 19 and Feb. 14-16. For 
information and parking instructions, call 
(360) 650-3900 or see http:ll 
vt es tern gal I eijM 'wu .eduL
Nov. 20 Turning Points Faculty Speaker Series: Millie Johnson, 
math, 5:15 p.m.. Miller Hall 104
Dec. 13 
Jan. 15
Fall Commencement
Turning Points Faculty Speaker Series: Bruce Larson, 
secondary education, 5:15 p.m., Miller Hall 104
Jan. 17 Whatcom County Alumni reception before the Philip 
Glass performance at the PAC. Location to be 
announced, 5:30 pm.
rs
Tickets & Information http ://€alendar. wwu.edu
Jan. 24 
jan. 29
Whatcom Alumni: Rally before the WWU. vs. CWU game
Alumni events (800) 676-6885 Wilson Library Hours (recorded)) (360) 650-3049
Athletics (360) 650-3109 Sleeping Over with Science 650-6820
Box Office for PAC/ Theatre Arts (360) 650-6146 Lecture Series tickets (360) 650-7545 
Western Gallery Info Line (360) 650-3900
Distinguished Lecture Series: Playwright Tony Kushner, 
6:30 p.m., PAC Mainstage
Feb. 21 Olympia Alumni: Rally before the WWU. vs. 
St. Martin's game
\ VI N D O W o n W F S L F. R N
For disability accommodation, call (360) 650-7410 or (360) 650-7696 TTY. 
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About 100 WWU graduates from the class years 1928 to 1954 
returned to campus for a weekend of ^'Golden Memories" in 
June. Most were inducted into the Golden Vikings Society, a 
new alumni group which honors those who have been WWU 
alumni for 50 years or more. The "goldenest" Golden Viking 
attending was Sarah Adelaide Dale ('28) (not pictured).
Reunion committee members w orked with Alumni eveiUs 
manager Kristie Lundstrom. left, on the June reunion and 
induction of the first group of "Golden Vikings." 
Committee members included (left to right after 
Lundstromj: Persis Shook C5I *50); Britt Marie -■'
Sdander Lee C53); James Shook C51): Cedi Thomas 
(f Sl); Carol and Hany Pageis C51); Ruby Johnson 
Smith C51); June Thomas (-51); Kathleen "Kappy-' 
Britain C52): and Dick Pedersen f^52).
-5?^: Wl g?*x 1.
: n5i V-
Henry "HinC^ Lowe (*34) and 
Alargaret (Jacob) Ehired
Lowe ('31)
m
.•*S'■^ <y>
Marriages are 
made at WWU
^9
The Rev. Henry 'Him ' Lowe 
('34) met Margaret (facob) I Jdred 
Lowe {'31) when both worked at 
Edens Etall. They lost touch after 
graduation and both married other 
people a month apart in 1937.
the university to share their memo­
ries of the time they spent in Edens, 
including Margaret's three years liv­
ing there.
^1
r'l'Vf,
When a completely refurbished 
Edens Hall reopened as a residence 
hall in 1994, both had been wid­
owed. The two wrote separately to
Henry went a little further, ask­
ing the Alumni office to put him 
in touch with his old friend. Staff 
there did, and a friendship was re­
kindled. They were married Jan. 4, 
1997.
Counterclockwise from top right: 
Janis Peterson (*53) and Eleanor 
iWard ('53) enjoying a reception at 
Edens Hall; June Hardin Thomas 
('66) holding a yearbook; and Joyce 
Downing Miller (J54); .Morris 
'“Spiid*^ Miller C54) and Nell 
Kamperrnan Hepburn T5J) at the 
Golden Vikings dinner. The Millers 
will become members of the Golden 
Vikings Society next year.
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Boh Niegemann (^50j] in top left 
photo, and Chuck Odd! (*52). in top 
right photo, hadn't seen each other 
since they hitchhiked across the 
country in 1951. They reconnected for 
the first time in 50 years when they 
attended the Golden Vikings reunion 
in June.
11-' - -t c-
Also spotted at the reunion were (above, left to right) Arthur Heald (*54); Ted 
White (^48); and former faculty member at Wilson Library. Herb Hearsey who
remembers Wilson Library when there was "no elevator and one telephone."
Ernie Hinds C62) attended the Golden 
likings reunion with his mother. Evelyn 
Wellman (*32), associate professor _ - 
emeritus of music.
Other faculty members attending (but not pictured here) were Laurence 
Brewster. Bob Monahan, Dorothy Ramsland, Bear nice Skeen and Roberta
Bouverat (*59/ *62).
WINDOW on WESTERN
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Western Alumni's first float entry in Bellingham's Ski-to-Sea parade earned 
the Alumni Association the Mount Shuksan Award. Industrial design students 
and their professor, Aranas Oslapas, worked for several weeks designing and 
building Viking "horns" to fit over a silver VW bug loaned by Roger Jobs' 
Motors. University president Karen W. Morse and Joseph Morse rode in an­
other car loaned by Roger Jobs. Two other floats were built in Michael and 
Susan ('88) Bakse's driveway. Funding and other assistance for the floats came 
from the Whatcom County Alumni Association Chapter, Western Forest Prod­
ucts and dozens of WWU graduates, students (including the Viking Pep Band) 
and future students who walked or rode the parade route in downtown 
Bellingham on May 24. An unknown number of other alumni participated in 
the parade under other banners. The "Viking/VW helmet" will make another 
appearance during Homecoming.
WWU Alumni
Kelly Heese photo 
I
- • ?
Assodation had
Kelly Heese photo
WWU grad Tim Reid COO) films the parade 
while riding his bike. (Below) President Karen 
Morse and husband Joe wave to the crowd.
Kelly Heese photo
Working on the Viking- helmet” car are (left 
to right) Jack Pftueger, Adran Nakagawa 
and Matthew Hebert.
Kelly Heese photo
The Viking Pep Band joined the parade as 
did WWU Trustee Ben Caster (*02) and 
Heather Caster COl) (holding banner).
'■Sr' Y
Western's Student Alumni Associa­
tion joined with two other WWU 
Alumni Assodation teams to race the 
grueling 82.5-mile length of the Ski-to- 
Sea race over Memorial Day weekend. 
Canoers were just part of the course. 
Other legs included kayaking, bicycling, 
skiing and running. The student team 
(in blue above) placed 371; "Caution: 
Vikings Crossing" (in orange) came in 
292; and the "WWU Alumni Golden 
Girls" (in yellow) placed 333rd. Con­
gratulations, finishers!
i -
Kelly Heese photo Ke% Heese photo
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By Ann Carlson
UNIVERSITY PROVOST'S OFFICE
One constructs his world view 
through words and rh)^hm. The other 
uses facts and physical laws.
•
One relies on what can be hypoth­
esized, tested, and quantified. The other 
uses poetry as a way to give form to what 
is shapeless, sensed and riddled with 
enigma.
One, you've probably figured out by 
now, is a scientist, more specifically a 
paleontologist and geologist. In this 
case, it's Thor Hansen of the geology 
department. The other, Bruce Beasley of 
the English department, is indeed a na­
tionally recognized poet.
(which he will teach for the first time) 
grew from his fascination with nature's 
monsters.
Beasley has used the subject of what 
society views as monstrous in his litera­
ture courses. His poetry has also been 
inspired by societal perceptions of the 
monstrous: One of his works. Monstrum 
Fugue, is about conjoined twins' mul­
tiple personalities, and the multiplicity 
of language. Doing an entire course on 
the monstrous, Beasley said, "really rang 
my literary bells."
The idea for creating an interdiscipli­
nary course was further seeded last year 
when Beasley invited Hansen to discuss 
geology with students in a graduate po­
etry seminar.
joint course
Kathy Sheehan photo
Despite their dis­
parate disciplines 
and pedagogical 
differences, the two 
have something re­
ally big in com­
mon: Monsters.
In winter quarter 
2004, the two pro­
fessors will team up 
to teach an inte­
grated studies 
course. The Mon­
strous Body. Stu­
dents will co-enroll in the 3-credit Ge­
ology 204, Geology and Society, and the 
5-credit English 238, Society Through Its 
Literature. The course will examine mon­
sters and monstrous behavior through 
both scientific and humanistic lenses.
The Monstrous Body evolved slowly. 
The two professors — long-time friends 
^ had occasionally discussed their mu­
tual interest in monsters. Hansen admits 
his content for the Geology 204 course
Bruce Beasley will approach 
the interdisciplinary course 
through monstrous charac­
ters in "Paradise Lost" and 
"Silence of the Lambs." Thor
Hansen will discuss "charm­
ing monsters" and the 
physics of large size.
"It was a long 
poem on drug addic­
tion, which used the 
geology of California 
as its metaphor," 
Beasley explained. He 
thought that helping 
the students under­
stand the terms of ge­
ology would better 
help them under­
stand the poem.
Hansen led the stu­
dents in a discussion 
of the poem, but from a scientific view­
point. He also used Play-Doh to help stu­
dents visualize geological structures, such 
as tectonic plates and fault lines.
"They were all graduate English stu­
dents and had had science, but prob­
ably forgotten much of it. They were 
very interested, and we had a good dis­
cussion. I like that overlap zone between 
poetry and science," Hansen said.
A pivotal event that finally spurred 
the two to actually develop an inte­
grated monsters course was the restruc­
turing of the colleges. Two new colleges, 
one for humanities and social sciences, 
the other for sciences and technology, 
will take the place of the College of Arts 
and Sciences this fall.
"It turned out to be a big motivation 
for us," Beasley said, explaining that one 
of the frequent arguments against split­
ting the College of Arts and Sciences was 
that it would make it more difficult for 
departments to do cross-disciplinary 
courses.
"We thought maybe we should do 
one. It's exciting to link humanities with 
science," Beasley added.
Hansen created the Geology and Soci­
ety course as way to teach the monsters 
content, but also as a way for the geol­
ogy department to have a course that 
could feature content that evolved as 
needed. The course was accepted for 
General University Requirement credit 
earlier this year.
Hansen and Beasley created syllabi for 
their own courses and then collaborated 
to create junctures and coordination of 
their respective content. One unit, for ex­
ample, covers "The Charming Monster."
Beasley will approach it through Sa­
tan in Paradise Lost and Hannibal Lecter 
in Silence of the Lambs. Hansen will dis­
cuss charming monsters in the physi­
cal world, such as the praying mantis 
that disguises itself as a flower.
Another unit will talk about gigan­
tism: Beasley will examine the "mon­
strous as excessive" through monster 
films, fairy tales and ancient poems; 
Hansen will do units on the physics of 
large size.
Both will discuss the origins of mythi­
cal monsters such as griffins and dragons.
A key to all units, Hansen asserts, is 
that both he and Beasley will be in the 
classroom together all the time, "which 
will allow us to model for the students 
the interaction between humanistic and 
scientific perspectives."
Whatever happens, they both feel 
good they were able to surmount their 
own disciplinary constraints to create 
what they hope will become a model 
interdisciplinary course.
"You just decide you are going to do 
it and find a way," Hansen added.
(This story is reprinted, with permission, 
from PRAXIS.)
CAMPUS B Connections
Football tea
Coach Rob 
Smith
By Butch Kamena ('89/'93) 
SPORTS INFORMATION
In a century of football at Western, no 
coach has had the level of sustained suc­
cess Rob Smith has had.
With a career record of 95-46-1, Smith 
is already Western's leader in coaching 
victories and winning percentage (.673). 
Now he has a chance to become the first 
Viking football coach to reach 100 vic­
tories.
To do that. Western needs five victo­
ries, a mark it has achieved in 13 of Smith's 
14 seasons.
Five offensive and six defensive start­
ers, along with All-America punter/kicker 
Michael Koenen, a junior from Ferndale, 
return to help the Vikings.
The team, 6-4 overall last year and 2-1 
in the Great Northwest Athletic Confer­
ence, is chasing its 13th consecutive non- 
losing season and fourth conference 
championship in five years.
Standing in the way is what Smith calls 
"the most challenging schedule" in 
school history. The Vikings play three 
NCAA I-AA schools, two of which, UC 
Davis and Northern Colorado, are begin­
ning their first year of provisional status 
after being longtime NCAA II powers.
There are two games against teams 
from the rugged North Central Confer­
ence - the opener Sept. 4 hosting St. Cloud 
State, which was 9-2 last year, and a visit 
Sept. 20 to Nebraska-Omaha, which has 
had seven straight winning seasons.
In addition, the Vikings have two regu­
lar-season matchups with archrival Cen­
tral Washington, which was 10-1 last year. 
One of those games, on Oct. 4, is at 
Seahawks Stadium. (See back page.)
"It will be a fun year 
because of the chal­
lenges," Smith said. "We 
play the game because of 
those things. It is a big 
mountain to climb, but 
when you're on top looking 
down, it feels good."
Although young in a number of 
areas, the team began to jell in off­
season training, pleasing Smith.
"I like the chemistry of this team," 
Smith said. "From January to June, 
they worked as hard as any group 
we've had. They've come together 
and it has been fun to see the im­
provements they've made."
Four seniors, fullback Nyle Cham­
bers, quarterback Josh Shimek, line­
backer Lann Olson and linebacker 
Brett Thompson, have been named 
team captains.
WWU earns all-sports GNAC title 
with outstanding performances
Western's athletes won the Great 
Northwest Athletic Conference All- 
Sports title for the second straight year 
in 2002-03.
A second-place finish by women's crew 
at the NCAA Division II National Cham­
pionships in late May highlighted the Vi­
kings' team performances last year as did 
the volleyball and soccer teams' captur­
ing league championships.
Volleyball ran its league-winning streak 
to 41, the seventh longest string in NCAA 
II history, in capturing a second straight 
league title with a perfect 18-0 record. 
Men's soccer posted a 15-4-1 record, the 
second-best mark in school history, in 
winning a GNAC championship with a 
4-0-0 record.
In addition, softball made its first na­
tional appearance, reaching the first 
round of the NCAA West Regional, and 
men's golf placed 11th at nationals.
A total of 41 Vikings earned league all- 
star honors and 34 were GNAC academic 
all-stars.
Heading the individual award win­
ners was junior volleyball setter Liz 
Bishop who was named the WWU Fe­
male Scholar-Athlete of the Year for the 
second straight season and who shared 
WWU Athlete of the Year honors with 
distance runner Ashlee Vincent, a 
sophomore from Bellingham. Bishop, a 
secondary education major, was also 
GNAC academic all-star for the second
HIGHLIGHTS
Straight year, a first-team All-American 
and GNAC Player of the Year.
The WWU scholar-athlete award rec­
ognizes Viking student-athletes who best 
demonstrate excellence both on the play­
ing field and in the classroom. Bishop 
shared the honor with football wide re­
ceiver Greg Dykstra ('03). Dykstra is a 
senior engineering major from Everson, 
who earned Male Scholar-Athlete of the 
Year accolades. He was a Verizon District 
VIII and league academic all-star, both for 
the third straight year. Dykstra ranked 
23rd nationally in receptions with a 5.9 
per game average and was named a sec­
ond-team D2football.com West Region 
all-star and first-team GNAC all-star for 
the second straight year.
He caught 57 passes for 919 yards, set­
ting school career records for receptions 
(181) and consecutive games with a re­
ception (38), and tied the mark for touch­
down catches (30).
The three Western Athletes of the Year 
for 2002-2003, Bishop, Vincent and bas­
ketball center Mike Palm ('03), will have 
their names added to the G. Robert Ross 
Memorial Trophy in Carver Gym.
Vincent was GNAC Athlete of the Year 
in cross country and placed third at track 
nationals in the 5,000 meters to earn All- 
America honors. She is transferring to 
NCAA I University of Portland this fall 
for an academic program in engineering 
not available at Western.
Palm, a senior from Puyallup who 
broke the oldest individual men's basket­
ball record on the books for rebounds, was 
named a second-team West Region and 
first-team GNAC all-star, both for the sec­
ond straight year. He led the Vikings in 
points (18.5), rebounds (9.8) and blocked 
shots (2), finishing his four-year career as 
the school leader in rebounds (874), 
breaking the school's oldest individual 
mark (800) set by Jim Adams ('63) in 
1960-63.
Palm also paced the team in field goal 
(56.7 percent) and free throw (83.2) shoot­
ing and finished second in career points 
(1,649) and third in blocked shots (162).
Women look 
to extend 
win streak 
in volleyball
If good things come in threes, then 
the 2003 volleyball season figures to be 
a good one for the WWU women's team. 
The Vikings seek a third straight trip to 
the NCAA Division II Pacific Regional 
and a third consecutive undefeated sea­
son in the Great Northwest Athletic 
Conference.
Western was 23-3 last year, rolling 
through the GNAC with an 18-0 
record that extended their unbeaten 
streak in conference play to 41 
matches, the longest current 
streak in NCAA II and the sev­
enth longest all-time at that 
level.
And there's more than
x-x-;-:-:::;;-:
numerical logic support- 
\ ing the Vikings. Two All- 
Americans (senior setter 
Liz Bishop and senior 
libero, or designated de- 
fender, Nicola Parker, 
left) return among four 
starters and nine letter winners 
for coach Diane Flick.
Flick, named the American 
Volleyball Coaches Associai 
tion Pacific Region Coach of 
V' the Year last season, said 
^ the winning streak hasg 
^ little impact on the season.
"I really want to look at this year as a 
new beginning. The streak is in the past 
not the future," she said. "We need to 
start a new streak."
The Vikings, ranked 10th in the na­
tion in preseason polling, play their 
home opener in Carver Gym against 
Humboldt State Sept. 19.
Men's soccer 
building on 
experience
With almost everyone back from a 
men's soccer team that posted the most 
regular-season wins in WWU history, 
hopes are high that the Vikings can 
make their first NCAA Division II West 
Regional appearance this year.
The Vikings were 15-4-1 last year, 
going 13-1-1 in their last 15 games, and 
won the Great Northwest Athletic Con­
ference championship with a perfect 4- 
0-0 mark.
Nine starters return from last season, 
and that's just one indication of how 
experienced the Vikings are. Nine play­
ers have two letters, and if you include 
experience outside Western, three oth­
ers have played at least two years of col­
legiate soccer at the NCAA I or II level.
"We have a lot of veteran guys who 
took a tough path to get here," said 
coach Travis Connell, in his fifth year 
at IVWU.
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INVESTMENTS in Excellence
Private contributions provide immediate; 
long-term support for Western students
Gifts to the Western Washington Uni­
versity Foundation to support WWU pro­
grams reached $5.2 million in the 2002- 
03 fiscal year ending June 30,2003. High­
lighting the year was the receipt of $4.9 
million in cash gifts, making it the larg­
est cash donation year ever.
In all, 9,862 alumni, par- 
ents, friends, corporations 
and foundations made a 
gift to Western last year, a 
7 percent increase from the 
previous year. Gifts via 
both the Alumni and 
Parent Phonathon reached 
all-time highs, with more 
than $405,000 received as 
a result of Western students 
calling on WWU's behalf.
The WWU Foundation thanks all who 
made a commitment to support Western's 
mission of excellence in education.
Celebrating the greatest cash donation 
year ever, it is important to note that cash
gifts impact both the university's imme­
diate and long-term needs. Gifts received 
via the Phonathon, special mail projects 
and the President's Club are utilized by 
the designated departments to support 
scholarships, equipment needs and 
faculty enrichment.
These annual gifts 
provide much-needed 
flexibility and provide 
resources that cannot be 
met through the state 
budget.
Other cash gifts, the 
majority realized through 
estate or planned gifts, are 
typically placed in endow- 
ments for long-term 
growth. These endowments work in 
perpetuity, providing an annual stream 
of funding from interest earnings. In some 
instances, certain planned gifts can 
benefit both the university and the donor, 
providing tax relief and annual income.
Thank you 
for your 
generosity.
$4,889,702
1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003
Cash gifts received by WWU Foundation
Last year, more than $3 million was 
realized from estate and planned gifts.
For more information on the advan­
tages of making a planned gift, or to make 
arrangements to mention Western in your 
estate plans, contact A1 Froderberg, direc­
tor of planned giving, at (360) 650-4499 
or al.froderberg@wwu.edu.
An Honor Roll of Donors, recognizing 
all gifts of $ 100 or more received between 
July 1,2002 and June 30,2003, begins on 
page 15. The ongoing support of West­
ern alumni, parents and friends contin­
ues to bolster WWU's reputation as the 
"best in the West."
Scholarship recipients at Western have a tradition of meeting with the generous benefactors 
who fund the scholarship program. At the annual scholarship luncheon on campus this 
spring, Haley Pugsley (left), recipient of the Verna Alexander Price Chemistry Scholarship, 
and Melissa Pease (right), recipient of the Jerry Price and Nancy Sherer Scholarship, dined 
with donors Nancy Sherer (*90) and Jerry Price (*681*70) at center.
Denny Organ (*73), director of international marketing at Starbucks, receives the WWU 
Foundation's Alumni Volunteer of the Year Award at the President's Club Dinner. He actively 
raises funds for the manufacturing and supply chain management program, serves on that 
board, and is an advocate for WWU programs. The Foundation Volunteer of the Year award is 
presented annually to an alumnus, community member and campus partner in recognition of 
his or her commitment to furthering fund-raising at Western.
Foundation makes scholarship aid a top initiative
The WWU Foundation Board of 
Directors has made scholarship support 
one of its top fund-raising priorities over 
the next 15 months. By December, 2004, 
the board intends to raise $5 million in 
scholarships for Western students.
To kick off this initiative, Dennis 
Madsen, president of the WWU Foun­
dation Board of Directors, made a gift to 
support minority students enrolled in 
Woodring College of Education. Gene 
and Peggy Zoro are creating an endow­
ment to benefit clarinet students in the 
College of Fine and Performing Arts. 
Peggy is the immediate past president of 
the Foundation board and a member of 
the University Board of Trustees, and 
Gene is a WWU Professor of Music.
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With the rising costs of tuition and 
fees, scholarship support is more 
important than ever. In 1994, Western 
students paid only 28 percent of the to­
tal cost of their education, with the state 
of Washington making up the other 72 
percent. Today, students are paying 36 
percent, with the state absorbing only 
64 percent. In that same span, tuition 
has increased by 72 percent.
Additionally, Western's primary 
competition for Washington's highest 
academic echelon students continues 
to be with UW, WSU and the state's 
privates institutions. Some of these stu­
dents choose to come to Western, but 
many enroll at these other schools, 
oftentimes due to more generous schol­
arship awards.
Four areas of need have 
been identified:
• Recruitment scholarships to encourage 
top students to enroll
• Department-based scholarships to 
recognize students who have declared a 
major
• Diversity and access scholarships 
•Athletics scholarships
There are three ways you can 
support scholarships for current 
and future students:
• Establish a permanent endowment 
fund with a minimum gift of $20,000 
(payable over five years)
• Provide $1,500 each year to establish 
an annual named scholarship
• Contribute the amount of your choice 
to the Foundation Annual Scholarship, 
Alumni Association Scholarship or the 
scholarship fund of your favorite 
academic department when contacted 
this year
The gift of education is a special one, 
and by playing an active role in the suc­
cess of a Western student, the benefits 
to both donor and recipient are great.
If you would like 
more information 
on establishing or 
contributing to 
scholarships, please 
contact Mark Bagley in 
the WWU Foundation 
at 360-650-361/or 
mark.bagley@wwu.edu.
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The Western Washington University Foundation and Western 
Washington University are pleased to recognize the generous 
private financial support received during the 2002-03 giving year 
(July 1, 2002 to June 30, 2003). Your gifts to enhance Western 
programs totaled $5.2 million from 9,862 donors. On behalf of 
all who teach and learn at Western, thank you!
The President's Club
President's Club members are the 
cornerstone of support for Western 
Washington University. Renewed 
support from members provides 
essential funds to help keep Western 
on the leading edge of 
undergraduate education.
President's Club level gifts may be 
designated to the Campus 
Enrichment Fund, which supports 
the most critical needs of campus­
wide programs and projects, or to a 
specific college, department or 
program. For information on how 
you can support Western through 
the President's Club, as well as 
membership benefits, please contact 
Mark Bagley at (360) 650-3612 or 
mark.bagley@wwu.edu.
President's Club 
Levels of Participation
Benefactor - cumulative 
commitments of $100,000 or more, 
listing is carried in perpetuity
Lifetime - cumulative total of 
$25,000 or more, listing is carried 
for life
Honor Council - annual gift of 
$5,000 or more
Annual - contribution of $1,000 
to $4,999
Young Associate - contributions of 
$500 to $999 from individuals age 
39 or younger
BENEFACTOR
Margaret Aitken 
Alcoa Primary Metals 
Alpha Technologies, Inc. 
Alventive
Estate of George E. Amendt 
Anonymous
Estate of Marguerite Agnew 
Bank of America 
The Boeing Company 
Fredericka Bond 
jack and |o Ann Bowman 
Mrs. Marian Boylan 
BP Cherry Point Refinery V" 
BP Foundation j
Nancy Brooks 
Brown & Cole Stores 
Craig & Susan Cole 
jack & Martha Cole 
Estate of Kathryn Brunken 
Camille and Henry Dreyfus 
Foundation Inc 
Canadian Consulate General 
Robert and Sandy Chapman 
Estate of Miriam Crellin 
Estate of Everett Dalton 
Brian and Lynne Daugherty 
Economics America 
Washington Council on 
Economic Education 
Edmonds Floral and Arts 
Foundation
Ed and Maude Hodgson 
A. Herbert and Billee Ershig 
Estate of Eugenia Fairbanks 
Fluke Corporation 
Gordon and Alice Fraser 
General Motors Technical 
Center
Georgia Pacific Chemical 
Georgia-Pacific Corporation, 
Atlanta
Georgia-Pacific Corporation, 
Bellingham
Scott and Tammy Gish 
Estate of Richard Greene 
Charles Grinstein 
Gerald and Carolyn Grinstein 
Kelly Guise
Estate of Monica C. Gutchow 
Estate of Carroll Haeske 
Haggen Foods Inc 
Don & Kathy Haggen,
Rick & Sylvia Haggen 
Robert and Nancy Hamilton 
David Hamiter 
Mark H. & Blanche M. 
Harrington Foundation 
Dolores Harrington 
Scott Harrington 
Red and Betty Haskell 
Herbert Hearsey 
Thomas & Martina Horn 
Foundation 
Karen Hulford 
Immunex Corporation 
Alma Wilson jackson 
Eleanor & Hank jansen 
Foundation
Estate of Torleif johnson 
johnson & johnson 
K2 Corporation 
Nicholas and Markell Kaiser 
Doug Keith 
Estate of Ruth Kelsey 
Kreielsheimer Foundation 
Wilbur and Linda Kukes 
David LaRocque
Daniel and Pandora Lamer 
Niels Lauersen 
Lions Hearing Foundation 
MD 19 
David Mason 
Miriam Snow Mathes 
Scott and Cresty McCraw 
Allen and josephine McNeill 
Estate of Gertrude 
Meriwether 
Microsoft Corporation 
john and Karleen Miller 
Robert and Margaret Miller 
H. Louise Rankin Morris 
M. j. Murdock Charitable 
Trust
Estate of Bea Nelson
NetManage Inc
Richard and Patricia Noren
Northwest Indian College
Northwest Keyboards
Pacific Marine Foundation
Hoyt Pardee
Maynard Parks
jason and Michele Polley
Puget Sound Energy, Bellevue
Qwest
Raytheon Systems Co. 
Research Corporation 
Estate of jeanne Richards 
Charles and june Ross 
H. Stewart Ross 
Merrill and Myrtle Roth 
Rod Roth 
Henry G. Schwarz 
Dale and Elaine Shintaffer 
Brian Shive 
Bearnice Skeen 
Monte and Melissa Sllchter 
johanna Snook 
Sodexho Inc.
S.P.I.E.
Estate of Ray & Frances St. 
jean
St. Luke's Foundation 
Stuart Foundation 
Patricia Swenson 
jason Tafoya - '
Kathleen Taft 
|ohn Tholen
julie and joseph Thomer 
Reilly and Peter Thomer 
Steve Thompson 
Donald and Marjorie Thorson 
jean Towne 
US Bank 
Charles Wilder 
Wilder Construction 
Company 
Women of Western 
Estate of Paul Woodring 
Virginia and Bagley Wright 
Estate of Thomas D. Wynn 
joseph and Anneliese 
Zauchner
LIFE
4D Graphics, Inc.
Anonymous
Henry and Frances Adams 
Aftermath Club 
American Association of 
University Women - 
Bellingham 
Ulmer S. and Irene M. 
Anderson
Apple Computer, Inc. 
Chappelle Arnett
AT&T Media Services 
AT&T Wireless 
Herbert Baird 
Lucille Barron
Michael and Kristine Bartanen 
Battelle Pacific NW Natl Labs 
Bellingham Chrysler Center 
The Bellingham Herald 
Bellingham Travel and Cruise 
Service, Inc.
Earl and Surang Benson 
Warren Bergholz 
Roberta A. Bouverat 
BP America, Inc.
Pauline Bradley and Ivan 
Gilliand
Bristol-Myers Squibb 
Britax Heath Tecna Inc.
Willard and Anne Brown 
Builders Alliance - joe and 
Margaret Orem 
Frances Koster Byford 
Caitac USA Corporation 
john Callan 
Louella Carlile 
Zachary Casper 
CHEF Foundation 
Chevron Corporation 
Chrysler Canada 
Richard Clark 
Dorothy Clement 
Coca-Cola/Thriftway Stores 
Coca-Cola Bottling Company 
of Bellingham Inc.
Coherent, Inc.
Craig and Susan Cole 
David and Denise Cole 
Dale Courtney 
Kenneth and Nona Cox 
Thomas Crowell 
Diehl Ford, Inc. 
james j. Doud, jr.
Barbara F. and Stephen A. 
Duzan
Dwayne Lane Family of Auto 
Centers
Education Commission of the 
States
The ELDEC Corporation 
George and joAnne Emmett 
Bent Faber 
Robert Foote 
Fielding Formway 
Robert and Linda Frazier 
Friends of Western Football 
Albert and Mary Froderberg 
Gary Family Trust 
Ted and Lee Gary 
Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation 
General Plastic 
Manufacturing 
George and Christine 
Gerhold
Keith D. Grinstein 
Robert Hermanson 
Hewlett Packard Company 
Ted and Caryl Hinckley 
Sara Hoizman 
Horizon Bank 
Intel Corporation 
Intermec Technologies 
Corporation
International Council for 
Canadian Studies 
W. A. Douglas jackson 
jackson Hole Preserve, Inc. 
Bernard and Audrey jaffe
Evelyn johnson 
Kaiser Borsari Educational 
Trust
The Kaiser Foundation for 
Higher Education 
Robert Keller and Pat 
Karlberg 
Key Foundation 
Lawrence and Elaine Kheriaty 
King Nissan Volvo 
Fred and Frances Knapman 
KVOS TV Inc
Leona Hickman Educational 
Trust
Liberty Systems 
Don Lockwood 
Paul and Conny Lockwood 
Midge Loser and Fran Frazier 
Dennis Madsen 
Steven and Linda May 
Roy C. & joseph P. McConkey 
Foundation 
Hugh Merriman, MD 
Harry and jeanne Metzger 
Margaret Milnes 
H.E. Mills Electric Company 
Howard and Barbara Mills 
Robert and Marilyn Monahan 
Theodore and jean Mork 
Karen and joseph Morse 
Lyle T. and Vicki I. Morse 
Morse Steel Service Inc. 
Kenneth and Lorraine 
Mortimer
Moss Adams Accounting 
Newport Corporation 
Richard and Fiona Norris 
Northwest Lions Foundation 
for Sight and Hearing 
Paul Olscamp 
Olympic Health Club 
Eugene Owens 
Pacific Energy Association 
Pacific Northwest Newspaper 
Assoc
james Paden 
Lou Parberry Foundation 
Manfred and Diane Parker 
jessie Mercer Payzant 
Michael Penley 
Peoples Bank 
Irwin and Frances LeCocq 
Charles and MaryLee 
LeCocq
Estate of Irene Peter 
j. Ward Phillips 
Sam and joyce Porter 
The Presser Foundation 
jerry Price and Nancy Sherer 
Puget Sound Energy, Mount 
Vernon
Quadra Beverage 
Ken & Donna Graham 
Gary & jamie Krause 
Kirk Radke
Recreational Equipment, Inc. 
Bill Reed and Marcella 
Fleming Reed 
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Rinne 
David and Carol Robinson 
james Alan Ross 
Rossbach Revocable Trust 
Ron Rudy 
Charles Ryan 
SAFECO Corporation 
Floyd and Verna Sandell 
Sibyl Sanford 
David Schaub 
Science Applications Inti 
Corp.
Linda and Michael Sheaffer 
Shell Oil Company 
Bruce and Lynne Shelton 
Marian E. Smith Foundation 
The Society of Plastics 
Industry
Starbucks Coffee 
David and Kay Syre Family 
Talbot Investment Company . 
james and joyce Talbot 
Texaco Foundation 
Tosco Refining Company 
Toyota U.S.A. Foundation 
Trillium Corporation 
David and Kay Syre 
Trim Systems, Inc.
US Bank of Washington, 
Bellingham
US Bancorp Piper jaffray 
The Anthony Vallot Family 
Richard Vawter 
Visio Corporation 
Walton Beverage Company 
john and Marilyn Warner 
Washington Mutual Savings 
Bank
Washington Seniors Golf 
Association 
Corinne Werder 
Western Association of Food 
Chains
Floyd Whittington 
Carolyn and Alan Wilhite 
Karla Williams 
Dr. Lloyd Williams 
Wilson Motors 
Paula and Kirk Wilson 
Russell and Kathy Wilson 
WWU Alumni Association
WWU Associated Students 
Yorkston Oil Company, Inc. 
Moose and Vi Zurline
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Aftermath Club 
Alaska Distributors Co.
Alcoa Primary Metals 
Anonymous
BP Cherry Point Refinery 
Beckman Coulter, Inc.
The Bellingham Herald 
Warren Bergholz 
Elizabeth Boba 
The Boeing Company 
jack and jo Ann Bowman 
Brown & Cole Stores 
Craig & Susan 
jack & Martha Cole 
Ward and judy Bushnell 
john Callan
Camille and Henry Dreyfus 
Foundation Inc 
David and Denise Cole 
Estate of Everett Dalton 
Marguerite and Bruce Dodge 
Wayne Dodge 
Marie Eaton and Mary 
O'Keefe
Estate of Eugenia Fairbanks 
Fielding Formway 
Frazier Family Foundation 
The Gary Family Trust 
Ted and Lee Gary 
HACH Chemical Corp.
Estate of Carroll Haeske 
Richard and Sylvia Haggen 
Haggen Foods Inc.
Don & Kathy Haggen 
Rick & Silvia Haggen 
Estate of Vera Hansen 
Edmonds Floral and Arts 
Foundation
Edgar and Maude Hodgson 
Horizon Bank 
Thomas & Martina Horn 
Foundation
Estate of Helen M. Hostetter 
Immunex Corporation 
Intel Corporation 
Eleanor & Hank jansen 
Foundation 
johnson & johnson 
KVOS TV Inc
Kaiser Borsari Educational 
Trust
Key Foundation 
Estate of Bertha Knoblauch 
Tom and Stacy Laitala 
Daniel and Pandora Lamer 
Leona Hickman Educational 
Trust
Lincoln Electric Company 
Don Lockwood 
Paul and Conny Lockwood 
Midge Loser and Fran Frazier 
Dennis Madsen 
Marian E. Smith Foundation 
Mark H. & Blanche M. 
Harrington Foundation 
Dolores Harrington 
Scott Harrington 
David Mason 
Estate of Miriam Snow 
Mathes
Microsoft Corporation 
Miller Brewing Company 
Moss Adams Accounting 
M. j. Murdock Charitable 
Trust
National Council On 
Economic Education 
William Neukom 
Northwest Lions Foundation 
for Sight and Hearing 
Pacific Energy Association 
Pacific Marine Foundation 
james Paden 
Estate of Irene Peter 
Sam and joyce Porter 
Pulse Publications 
Kirk Radke 
William Reinard 
Research Corporation 
Charles and june Ross 
Peter Rynders 
S.P.I.E.
Sibyl Sanford 
Dana Schmeller 
Henry Schwarz 
Science Applications Inti 
Corp.
Scottish Rite Foundation of 
Washington 
janet Simpson 
Richard and janet Small 
Sodexho Inc.
Harriet Spanel
Starbucks Coffee
Robert Swaile
Steve Thompson
Donald and Marjorie Thorson
james and Kim Titus
Tosco Refining Company
jean Towne
Tulalip Casino
US Bank of Washington, ; 
Bellingham
US Bancorp Piper jaffray
Richard Vawter 
john and Marilyn Warner 
Washington Mutual Savings 
Bank
Washington Science Teachers 
Association
Whatcom Community 
Foundation 
Dr. Lloyd Williams 
Women of Western 
Betty Woods 
Harmon and joyce 
Woodworth
WWU .Associated Students
ANNUAL
Henry and Frances Adams 
Airporter Shuttle/Bellair 
Charters
Franklin Albertsen 
Leon and Elizabeth Alpaugh 
Alpha Technologies, Inc. 
American Society of Women 
Accountants 
American Water Works 
Association NW Subsection 
Evelyn Ames 
james Anable
j. Donald Anderson and Alice 
Racer
Rick Anderson 
Anonymous 
Rob S. Angel 
Anvil Corporation 
AT&T 
AT&T Wireless 
Avalon Golf and Country 
Club
Avocet Environmental Testing 
Cary and Nancy Goldfogel 
BB Lumber Corp of 
Washington 
Wayne and Lynne Kirk 
BP Foundation 
Herbert Baird 
Samuel Baker 
Michael and Susan Bakse 
Elizabeth Balas 
Banner Bank
Barclay Dean Construction 
Michael and Kristine Bartanen 
Bates Abrasives, Inc.
Signe Beck
Mary Kay Becker and William 
johnston
Belliagham Central Lions 
Club
Bellingham Chrysler Center 
Bellingham Travel and Cruise 
Tamara Belts 
Ray Benn
Bob and Sue Benner 
Earl and Surang Benson 
Best Western Lakeway Inn 
Theodore and Victoria Bestor 
john and Sara Betrozoff 
Cheryl Bishop 
Bradford E. Blue 
Randall and jan Bode 
Andrew and Iris Bodman 
Richard Boice
Courtney Bolin-Walker and 
Scott Walker
Pete and Maureen Botting 
Stephanie and Richard 
Bowers
Brett & Daugert, Attorneys at 
Law
Robert and Gwen Brim 
Ellen Broad 
David Brown 
Donald B. and Mary Lou 
Brown
Michael and Lee Brown 
Michelle Brown 
Rowland Brown 
R. G. and Florence 
Brownridge
Michael and Mary Brunstad 
Guy and judi Buell 
james and Marianne Busche 
CONDEA Vista Company 
Campbell Sales Company 
Canadian Consulate General 
Anna Carey 
Louella Carlile 
jack and Camille Carver 
Cascade Radio Group 
Kevin and Katie Casey 
Catlike Tread Productions 
Douglas and Patricia Cavit 
Curtis Chambers 
judith Chan 
Chmelik Sitkin & Davis 
Martin and Sonja Chorba 
Earl Cilley 
Dorothy Clement 
Robert and Constance Cdtjer 
Columbia State Bank 
Althea Colvin 
Community Food Co-Op 
Emma Conlee 
Terri Conner 
Mark and Christy Cook 
joe and judy Coons 
Karen Copetas
Costco Wholesale - Issaquah ?
Eileen Coughlin
Ross and Barbara Craigie
Creative Dimensions - Irwin 
and Carole Slesnick 
jack Curnow 
Carol Curtin
Brian and Lynne Daugherty 
David Evans & Associates,
Inc.
David R. Syre Investments 
Nanette j. Davis 
Pete Dawson 
Darold De Beeld 
Kevin DeVries 
Dean Russell's Golf Shop 
David Degenstein 
Deloitte & Touche 
Natalie and Michael de Maar 
Denkor Dental Management 
Corp.
Cheryl Dickerson 
Diehl Ford, Inc.
Carol Diers 
Paul Dillon
Dimension Systems Inc. 
jennifer and Tom Dorr 
Richard and Laurie Dortch 
james and Veronica Douglas 
Murray and julie Dow 
Dwayne Lane Family of Auto 
Centers
Robert and Susan Edie 
Larry Eliason 
jerry and Anne Elrod 
Employees Community Fund 
of Boeing Puget Sound 
Mark Engstrom 
john and Sharon Ennen 
joseph Erickson and Kelli 
Arntzen-Erickson 
Ernst & Young LLP - Seattle 
Fairhaven Lions Club 
Ferguson Construction 
First Mutual Bank 
jerry and Rosemary Flora 
Floyd & Dolores jones 
Foundation 
Kelly Follis 
Bela Foltin 
Robert Foote 
Paul and Mary Ann Ford 
Chris and Susan Fosse 
Albert and Mary Froderberg 
john Fuchs
William and Deryn Fulton 
GESA Credit Union 
Pete and Susan Gaasiand 
Dottie Gaiser-Conophy and 
Phillip Conophy 
Michael Gannon and Mo 
West
Ernest Garcia
George Kotick Memorial Trust 
Yanni Gholam 
john Gibb
Skip and Pam Gibson 
Hoyt and Donita Gier 
Warren and Marilyn Gilbert 
Glenn and janice Gittner 
Goldman Sachs & Co - Seattle 
Barney Goltz 
Lynda Goodrich 
Charles Gorrell 
Greater Bellingham RtinnirKi 
Club
Donald and joAnn 
Greenwood 
Greg Patil's Pro Shop 
Bert Gregory 
Bart and Vicki Griffith 
Martin and Gait Haines 
Hall Chevrolet 
Robert Hall
Peter and judith Hallson 
Hamann's Art Gallery 
Gerald and jeanne Hambly s: 
Amanda Haralson and 
Thomas Livesay 
Harborstone Credit Union 
Robert and janet Hams 
june Hartstra 
R. Emil and Tannia Hecht 
Elsie Hein rick 
Robert and Linda HelsefI 
Joe and Mary jane Henry 
Butch and Jerri Henry 
j. C. and Mary Hickman 
Ted and Cary! Hinckley 
Charles Hitz
Michael and Rosa Hoagland 
Brock and julie Hochsprung 
Hogue Cellars 
Honeywell, Inc.
Scott Richard Hopper 
Tim Hostetler and janet 
McLeod
Hotel Bellwether LLC 
jerry House and Richard 
Tucker
Household International 
Karen Hulford 
ZIte and Ttm Hutton 
Gladys Hyatt
Hydro Swirl Manufacturing 
Corp.
IKO Pacific
Kris and Doug llgenfritz 
Imperial Sovereign Court of 
the Evergreen Empire 
Paul F. Irby
.lx
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JFJ Company 
Fred Haskell
Joeen and Terry Daughters 
Bernard and Audrey Jaffe 
jay Baumann Memorial Trust 
Burton and Susan jay 
The jeld-Wen Foundation 
Warren and Sarah johnson 
journal of Chemical 
Education
KCP International USA, Inc.
Kailani Travel
Keebler
Kenneth and Marleen 
Alhadeff Charitable 
Foundation
Key Bank of Washington 
Kibble & Prentice 
King Nissan Volvo 
Frank and Mary King 
Dell and Rosalie King 
Stephen Kirsop 
Katherine Kisch 
Kathleen Kitto and Dennis 
Waller
Marvin and Kay Klein 
Ronald and Sharon 
Kleinknecht 
Krekow jennings Inc.
Fred and Merrilee Kullman 
Laitala Enterprises Corp.
Linda K. Lawson 
Irwin and Frances LeCocq 
janice LeCocq 
Lease Crutcher Lewis 
Max and Loren Legg 
john and Carol Lervick 
Roger and Linda Lervick 
Fred and Mary jo Lewis 
julian and Diane Lewis 
Louis Auto Class 
Kay MacKenzie 
Gerald and Marian Main 
David Mann 
Larry and Billie Marrs 
Evelyn P. Mason 
David Massey 
Erwin Mayer 
Roy C. and joseph P.
McConkey Foundation 
judy McNickle 
Hugh Merriman, MD 
Paul Merriman 
john and Rotha Miles 
Marvin and Shifra Miller 
Susan and Fred Miller 
Miyoshi japanese Restaurant 
Mobil Oil Corporation 
Robert and Marilyn Monahan 
Monty and Eileen 
Montgomery 
john and Elizabeth Moore 
Theodore and jean Mork 
Edward and Elizabeth 
Morrow
David and joyce Morse 
Karen and joseph Morse 
Lyle T. and Vicki I. Morse 
Michael Morse 
Robert and jeanette Morse 
Morse Steel Service Inc. 
Kenneth and Lorraine 
Mortimer 
Mother's Cookies 
Mt. Baker Products Inc.
Paul and Karin Mueller 
Mulvanny G2 Architecture 
Dennis and Sandra Murphy 
NC Machinery Co.
David and Lynne Nelson 
i Gary and Patti Nelson 
\^ctoria Nichols 
Victor Nolet 
Northwest Events 
Charles and Alice OdeB 
Charmon Odie 
Paul Ofscamp 
Fred and Clara Olsen'
Ralph Osness 
PACCAR, Inc.
PEMCO Financial Center 
Manfred and Diane Parker 
Parker, Smith 6t Feek, Inc. 
Michael Penl^
Peoples Bank
George Pierce and Margaret 
Brake!
Ronald Pierce 
Pioneer Newspapers, Inc, 
joseph and Ann Pless 
Port of Bellingham 
Cheryl Potop-jackson 
Douglas and Irene Pottratz 
Precor Inc,
The Presser Foundation 
Price St Visser Millwork, Inc. 
Simon Priest 
Quatro Composites 
Coiporation 
RMC Constructors 
Radica USA Ltd.
Carol Radke
Walle Ralkowski and Sharon 
Hendrickson 
Dorothy Ramsiand 
Bruce Randall 
Charles and Doris Randall 
The Rayonier Foundation 
James and Angela Rhoads 
Kathleen Rich 
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Rinne 
Robert McNeel and 
Associates Inc,
David and Carol Rc^inscm 
Mary Robinson 
Roger jobs Motors, Inc. 
Eugene and Eleanor Rogers 
H. Stewart Ross
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Steve and Meredith Ross 
Rowley Enterprises Inc.
The Ryland Group 
Stephanie and Ken Saizman 
Sandra Lucke Photography 
Sanitary Service Company 
Milton and Sharon Schayes 
Clifford and Teresa Schmierer 
Buff Schoenfeld 
Sylvia Scholtz 
The Seattle Foundation 
Linda and Michael Sheaffer 
Siemens Building 
Technologies, Inc. 
john T. Slater
Terry and Maureen Smedley 
Linda Smeins 
Brad and Daria Smith 
jim and Marcia Smith 
Gregory Snow 
Chuck and johanna Snyder 
Society of Plastics Engineers, 
Inc.
The Society of Plastics 
Industry
Sound Beverage Distributors 
Span Construction & 
Engineering Inc.
Tom Spaur
Ronald and Rita Spelhaug 
The Spirit Foundation 
Thaddeus and Lois Price 
Spratlen
St. joseph Hospital 
Gene and Betty Staggs 
Verrill Stalberg 
Art Stavig
john Stephens and Alice Hale 
Brent and Monica Stewart 
Lucyle Strange 
Al and Paula Swift 
jason Tafoya 
james and joyce Talbot 
Stowe and Nina Talbot 
Talking Rain Beverage Co. 
Terasen Pieplines Inc.
Robert and Elva Thorndike 
Michael and Sonja Thorpe 
Three Sixty Productions 
Hal Thurston and Mary 
Swenson
Trilllium Corporation - David 
and Kay Syre 
Twin City Foods, Inc.
U.S. Bancorp
The Unity Group Insurance 
Brokers
Elsi Vassdal-Ellis and Gregory 
Ellis
Village Books 
WA Botting Co.
Washington State Federation 
of Garden Clubs 
Robert and Call Wade 
Scott Walker
Thomas and jeanne Walker 
Washington Divers Inc. 
Washington State Seniors 
Golf Association 
Washington Women's 
Foundation
Arthur and Margaret Watts 
jim and Ann Wells 
Stephen and Harriet Wender 
jack and Nancy Westford 
Weyerhaeuser Company 
Whatcom County Real Estate 
Report
Whatcom County School 
Retirees Association 
Whatcom Educational Credit 
Union
Whatcom Symphony 
Orchestra
Sam and Glenda White 
Wilder Construction 
Company
Carolyn and Alan Wilhite 
Wilson Motors 
Paula and Kirk Wilson 
Russell and Kathy Wilson 
Ron and Lisa Woo 
Yorkston Oil Company, Inc. 
Wayne and Dorothy Young 
Susanna Yunker 
Zervas Group Architects 
Gene and Peggy Zoro 
Zymogenetics, Inc.
YOUNG ASSOCIATE
Brandon and Stephanie 
Artino
Mark and Annette Bagley 
Kevin and Susan Beason 
Sara Britton 
Mike and Elva Douma 
Amy Drury Esary 
Barry Givens 
Steven and Heather 
Grassman
Cincty Kelly Hacherl 
Matthew and jane Hammatt 
Gary and Stacy Hodge 
Larry and Kari Hofer 
Brett and Rebecca Hulse 
Eric Menninga 
jeffrey Michael 
Jimmy Miller and Brenda 
Kennicott 
Brian Pahl
Hugh and joan Phillips 
Rick and Sherry Reichert 
Ed Roddy
Steve and jean Ross 
jeaneane St john 
Wen and jamie Tseng 
Grace and David Yuan
WESTERN
DEAN'S CIRCLE
S500-$999
Anonymous
3-D Computer Corp.
40th District Democrats 
Acme Communications Inc. 
Craig Allen
Alpha Delta Kappa-PSI 
Chapter
Carl and Deborah Anderson 
Lois Anderson 
Animal Eye Care 
jennifer Ankers 
Raina and Dean Ballard 
BankAmerica Foundation 
Mike Barrett 
Mark Beisse 
Linda Bergen 
Ken and june Bergly 
Christopher and Tracy 
Betcher
Michael and Robin Bevis 
G. Scott and Lynn Beyer 
William and Darlene Bishop 
Diane Bjerke 
Melanie Bjork 
Les and Lynn Blackwell 
Steven Bubnick 
Building Industry Association 
of Whatcom County 
Bush, Cotton & Scott LLC 
Caitac USA Corporation 
james Callahan 
james and Addis Chapman 
Chuckanut District W.S.F.G.C. 
Paul and Carin Clampitt 
Clearwater Marine Services 
William Clement 
Penelope Cofrin 
Cook Inlet Tug & Barge Co. 
copacino+fujikado 
Custom Closets and Storage 
Systems
Albert and Lora DeYoung 
Bob Demers 
Richard Dievendorff 
john A. DIouhy and Maggie 
Murphy 
Gregory Doten 
Alice [tykstra 
ETMA
Edward and Kathleen Endrizzi 
Mary and john Ferlin 
David and Carol Foltz 
james M. Frost 
T. S. Galbraith 
Raymond and Karen 
Gallagher
GannettMatch Community 
Foundation of Louisville 
Georgia-Pacific Corporation 
Emily Gibson 
Cly Construction, Inc. 
Goldman Sachs & Co. 
james and Carol Green 
Lynne and Kelly Green 
Raymond and Nancy Gross 
Bradley and Kristin Haggen 
Jill Hail
james Halverson 
Royal Hanson 
Mary jane Hashisaki 
Bradford and Patricia 
Hastings
William and Dorothy Hawkes 
Heritage Homes, LLC 
Hesselgrave International 
Hewlett Packard Company 
Dick and Linda Holub 
Home Attendant Care, Inc. 
Dan Hovik
Steven and Mary Hudson 
Lance and Sharon Hurley 
Laura Hutton 
IBM Corporation 
Michael Kenyon 
James Klosterman 
Kathleen Knutzen 
Gerald and Margery Koli 
Nancy Kuehnoel 
joseph C. Larsen 
Gerald Larson 
Carolyn Lawson 
Rachel Le Mieux 
Floyd Lewis 
M A Mortenson Co.
MaCaulay & Associates Ltd. 
Violet Malone 
George and Linda Mariz 
Doug Massey and Susan Ross 
Robert and Diane Me Daniel 
Floyd and Dixie McKay 
McEvoy Oil Company 
Thomas and Brianne 
McGrath
Medtronic Physio-Control 
Inc.
Norma Miller 
Dennis and Michaelene 
Milsten
Karen Misustin 
Rick Monrean 
Monument Information 
Resource
Bradford G. and Nancy K. 
Moore
Mark and Linda Muljat 
Kenneth Mutzel 
Nalco Chemical Company 
Duane Neely 
Laurel Hoffman Nesholm 
Everett and La Verne Neuman 
Sandra Neumen 
Norstar Sleep Products 
Northshore Veterinary 
Hospital
Northwest Environmental 
Business Council 
Northwest Washington
Chapter of WSA 
Paul and Dalene Olson 
Dennis Organ 
james Osness 
Thomas Overcast 
Pacific Northwest Softball 
School
Gregory Pelton 
Performance Physical 
Therapy, Inc.
Michael Pittis 
john and Mary Polhemus 
Leroy and Betty Price 
Edwin and Bernice Pritchett 
Barbara Pruitt
Puget Sound Energy, Bellevue 
Kevin Raymond 
john and Brenda Riseland 
Richard Roemmele 
Rodolph Rowe 
SAFECO Corporation 
Robert Schmeling 
james and Barta Scott 
Seattle Seahawks 
john and Karen Selle 
Shell Oil Company 
james Smith
Randolph and Barbara Smith 
Sid and Bette Snyder 
Ralph and Linda Sorstokke 
Oren and Michelle Sreebny 
jeaneane St john 
Stablish Foundation 
Gail Stark
jeffrey and Teresa Staskiews 
State Farm Insurance 
Companies
jerry Stewart and Candace 
Waller
Stokes Lawrence, PS 
jack Sutermeister 
Larry and Theresa Taylor 
The Frank & Lee McGrath 
Trust
Cecil and june Thomas 
Kent and Karen Thomas 
Preston and Daryl Thompson 
james and Stephanie Tilton 
Torque Steerers 
Trans Ocean Products, Inc. 
Edward Vajda 
Village Veterinary Hospital 
Greg and joyce Vipond 
WWU Alumni Association 
Carrie Warren 
jan Weaver 
April Weed 
Wells Fargo Bank 
Gilbert and joyce Wenk 
Whatcom Center Early 
Learning
Whidby Island Bank 
Whidbey Pebble Pushers 
Virginia and jeffrey 
Woodhouse 
Moose and Vi Zurline
SCHOLAR'S SOCIETY
$250-$499
A. W. Marrs Inc.
Allan and Isabella Atabi 
james Abbott 
Claudine Adamo 
Stephen Adams 
Adobe Systems, Inc.
Alan Adolphson 
Nancy Ahumada 
joAnn Albers 
Steven Albright 
Alcoa Foundation 
David Aldrich 
Harry Alford
Allmerica Financial Corp. 
David AImvig 
Alvord-Richardson 
Construction
American International Group 
Lance Anderson 
Annie's Homegrown 
Virginia Arthur 
Asphalt Patch Systems 
Charles Atkinson 
Curt and Sandy Bagley 
Mike A. Bahn 
Susan Bahraini 
Ronald and Kathleen Bailey 
Russell and Lynn Barber 
Russell and Rose-Mary 
Barstad 
Michael Bates 
Bette Bayes 
Bret Beck
William and Vera Beers 
Bellingham Athletic Club, Inc. 
Bellingham Golf and Country 
Club
Paul and Shauna Bennett 
Steven and Rose Beppu 
Best Western Heritage Inn 
Lisa Binner 
Simon Blackwell 
joann Blalock 
Bluestem Productions 
Blythe Plumbing & Heating 
Inc.
Bob Boleijack
Louis Bouma
Leslie and Keith Boyd
Stephen Boyer
Linda Bremer
Roger and Cheryl Briggs
Steve Brinn
Herbert and Marion Brown 
Roberta R. Buck 
David and Theresa Buck 
Audrey Buckland 
Terry Busch
Frederick and Cathy Butler 
Cadence Design Systems Inc.
Sharika Callaway 
Dick and Peggy Campbell 
Canadian Ou^ack Adventure 
Company Ltd.
The Car Connection 
Carol Cariciere 
Marjorie Carlson 
Mary Carlson 
David Cheever 
Bruce Christie 
The Chuckanut Bay Gallery 
City of Bellingham 
Charles and Deborah Clark 
Roger Clark
Ted and Theresa Clowes 
james and Janet Coleman 
Compaq Computer 
Corporation
Gregory Cook and Arlene 
Wade
jack and Nancy Cooley 
Michael Coomaraswamy 
Nancy Corbin 
Robert and Loretta Coston 
William Cranston 
Dave Creeden 
Alfred and Virginia Crist 
juan and Esther Cruz 
George and Frances 
Cvetkovich
Chuck and Linda Dagg 
Dain Rauscher Foundation 
Allan and Kathy Darr 
Charles and Diana Daugherty 
Mr. Michael H. Diehl 
Robert and Conni Diehl 
Paul Dinnel
Diversified Services Inc.
Dick and Marlene Dixon 
Laurence Dobson 
jean E. Dodd 
The Dorsey & Whitney 
Foundation
Chad and Ginni Dreier 
Mark and Tara Duckworth 
john and Phyllis Dunkak 
Michael Durbin 
Kenneth and April Durland 
Bruce and Katie Dusenberry 
EB Foote Winery 
A. Herbert and Billee Ershig 
Susan Eurich 
Peter and Melissa Evans 
john and Carol Ewald 
Fairhaven Market 
Fairhaven Neighbors 
Carolyn Fletcher 
Richard Fonda 
Nancy Jones Foote 
Frank and Mary Fox 
Larry and judy Fox 
William and Elizabeth Frazier 
Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation
Eiiing and Karen Gebers 
Wade and Sydney Gebers 
General Electric Company 
George and Christine 
Gerhold 
jeffrey Gilliam 
Thomas Giovanelli 
Richard Golding 
Goodyear Tire and Rubber 
Company
Cowing Floor Covering 
Brad and Leslie Graham 
john Green
Michael and Joanne Griffin 
Nelda Griffith 
Mark and Linda Grinter 
Don Gustafson 
Gary and Pat Hall 
Jeff and Leontine Hall 
Timothy and Karen Hansen 
Julie Harkness 
Harrison Hot Springs 
Susan Hashisaki 
Graham and Karen Haslam 
Steve and Linda Haverstock 
Irving and joan Hawley 
Philip and Sandra Hays 
Andrew Hedreen 
Damon Heer 
Ursula Hilpert 
Wolfgang Hilpert 
Kenneth and Judith Hoover 
Richard Hovde 
Warren and Hedy Howe 
Kevin Humann 
Christopher and Sherri 
Isenberg 
David Jensen 
Mitzi johanknecht 
Darin johnson 
David johnson 
Ethel johnson 
Bryon and Heather Jones 
Carry Jones
jennifer Jones and Michael 
Visaya
Harry Jordan
Sharlene and joseph Joshua 
Mandy Kaestner 
Fred and Kathy Kaiser 
jay Kaiser
jay and Susan Kakuk 
Don and joy Keenan 
Robert Keller and Pat 
Kariberg
Sean and Leslie Keliey 
Steven and Mary Kelley 
David Kennerud 
jim and Debbie Grant 
Saul Kinderis 
Jeff King
William and jenefer King 
Roger and Terri Klingenberg 
Donald and Pamela Koetter 
Clarence Kraft
Donald Krebs 
Milton and Judith Krieger 
Daniel and Irma Kusmirek 
Lisa and Tom La Grandeur 
Mary LaMarche 
Kenneth and Susan Lamarche 
Gary and Marian Lampman 
Wayne and Colleen 
Lauderback 
Lorraine Lechner 
Daniel Lindblom 
Donald Lindsay 
Uonel and jean Uvermore 
Julie Lockhart 
Dan and Connie Looker 
Wendy Lubahn and Raymond 
Kyte
Steven and Mary Luckstead 
Roger and Barbara 
MacDonald 
Jacqueline C. MacRae 
Michael Madden 
Jackie Mae
Arthur Mafli and Martha 
Perry
Alice Magana 
Christine Magnuson 
Michael and Laura Mallahan 
Glen and Kathy Mann 
Marine Services Northwest 
Christopher and joan Marrs 
Pamela May 
Steven Mayo and Lynne 
Masland
Kenneth McDonald 
Michael McDowell and 
Suzanne Matchett 
jerry Me Clellan 
Kathleen McNulty 
Mellon Bank 
Merchants Supply, Inc.
Merrill Lynch & Company,
Inc.
Metcalf, Hodges & Co. P.S. 
Frank and jean Miles 
john and Rosellen Miller 
Robert and Margaret Miller 
Donald Moe 
Ines Monguio 
Dale Monroe
Phillip and Margo Montague 
Daniel Morris 
john and Doraine Mosich 
john and Sandra Moulton 
Mount Baker Theatre 
Glennon Moyers 
Charles Mutschler 
David Mutzel 
Richard Navas 
Maynard Nelsen 
john and Cindy Nelson 
Julie Nelson
Nelson Energy Programs, Inc. 
Susan and Brent Neu 
David and Darlina New 
Gloria Nickson 
Randy and Christine 
Nightingale
Northeast Sustainable Energy 
Northwest Honda 
Kevin Novan 
Roger Oettli 
Laura Oja
Hiroshi and Keiko Okazaki 
Melvin W. Oieson 
Eugene Oliver 
Kris and Karen Overby 
Darryi Owens 
john Pabarcus 
Pacific Northwest Canadian 
Studies Consortium 
Marc and Amy Patterson 
Don and Susan Petty 
Louis Phiiiips 
Sarah Pilkey
Richard and Leanne Preble 
james and Glenda Prill 
David j. Pryde 
Richard and Deeann Puffert 
Raiph and Bonnie Purvis 
Brad and Sue Rader 
Stanley and Leslee Rayno 
Thomas and Rosemary Read 
Debbie Ream
Ronald and Katherine Reddell 
Daniel Reid 
Margaret Reinsch 
Karen Rice 
john Rieber
Paul and Janet Rogerson 
Lois Romer
Donald and Kristen Ross 
jennifer Ross 
Laurie Peterson 
Sandra Rouse
Donald and Debra Rowberg 
Barry and Nan<ty Russell 
Robert and Christine Ityan 
Wesley Sadler 
Greg Sample 
Dr. Dan C. Sanford 
Marty Sauvage 
Kenneth and Roni Schaffer 
Troy and Angela Schmeil 
Maurice Schwartz 
Kevin Scott 
Monica Scott 
Peter Sefton and Jayne 
Marquess 
Resort Semiahmoo 
Senate Democratic Caucus 
William Setter 
Sandra Sherman 
Skagit State Bank 
Martin Sleeman 
john Smith 
Robert L Smith 
Steven Snell 
Gary and Alix Snyder
Sol Tanning 
Sophon Son
joseph and Kathy St Hilaire 
Lawrence and Marjorie Steele 
George and Marianna 
Stephens 
jason Stiles
Stiles & Stiles, Inc., P.S.
Marsha Nowels Stipe 
Sudden Valley Resort 
Michael and Lizabeth 
Tanchuk
Woodward A. Taylor, jr.
Terry Teale
Allan and Margaret Tegelberg 
john and Elizabeth Terrey 
Susan Tonkins 
Tri-County Printing/Belco 
Printing 
Eric Ummel 
Judith Underwood 
United Ministries in Higher 
Education
Alan and Maureen Upsahl 
Barbara Van Oeveren 
Mary Vandenbosch 
Angela Vandenhaak and Brian 
Heinrich 
Thomas Vedvick 
Scott and Maggie Vergien 
Verizon Foundation 
WWU Faculty Club 
Robbie and Virginia Wakeling 
Uoyd Walworth 
Keith Wambold 
The Washington Post 
Company
Waterline Envirotech Ltd. 
Peggy Watt 
Whatcom Art Guild 
Jeff White
William and Donna Wilhoit 
Robert Wilkinson 
Gordon Williams 
Patricia Williams 
Robert Williams 
Paul Wilson 
Mark Wirschem 
Doug Wohiman 
Brian Wong and Cindy Gok 
Douglas and Ellen Woolley 
Judith Yeakel
CORNERSTONE CLUB
$100-$249
AGC Educational Foundation 
Susan Aarstad 
joe Abbott 
Abbot Laboratories 
Dell Abelein 
Timothy Al>ell 
Aberdeen Golf Repair 
Kjell Abrahamsen 
Craig and Nancy Abramson 
Absolutely Clean 
Richard and Katherine Acosta' 
james Adair 
Kate Adams 
Kimberly Adams 
john and Marilyn Adelman 
Ron and Georgia Adolf 
Earl and Maryellen 
Adolphson 
January Agnew 
Rita Aguilar 
Pat Ahrens
Byron and Cosette Akita
james Aldrich
Burton Alesse
Harold and Lori Alexander
jack and Peggy Alhadeff
Bryan Aliem
Bruce Allen
Christopher and judy Allen 
john Allen 
Paul Allen 
Virginia Aller 
Ladd Allison 
Janet Connelly Allman 
Vicki Alonzo 
Donald and jan Alper 
Laura AIster-Martin 
Cary and Cheryl Alt 
Kay Alvis 
Anthony Amato 
Alan and Cheryl Ameche 
Tap and Susan Ames 
Robert Amorin 
Alan and Kathleen Anderson 
Chris and janice Anderson 
Cindy Anderson 
Donald Anderson 
Gary and Grace Anderson 
jack and Margaret Anderson 
Kim and Mary Anderson 
Uoyd Anderson 
Michael and Akiko Anderson 
Mickey and SunCha 
Anderson 
Rodney Anderson 
Roger Anderson 
Ronald and Paula Anderson 
Carla and Keith Skogland 
Kris and Douglas Andrews 
Rock and Beverly Andrews 
james and Mary Angelosante 
Anonymous
Robert and Nancy Apgood 
Janet Arentzen 
Arizona Community 
Foundation 
Bill Armstrong 
Gerald and Mary Armstrong 
Lynn j. Armstrong 
Kathryn Amberg 
Christine Ameson 
Lucinda Arnold 
Tim and Rebecca Arnold 
Douglas Arthur
This list reflects gifts received during the past fiscal year (July 1, 2002 to June 30, 2003). While every effort has been made to ensure the 
accuracy of this list, please call Mark Bagley at (360) 650-3612 or mark.bagley@wwu.edu and let us know of any changes/corrections.
Jan Aftimn
Gary and Poppy Arvan 
Timothy Ashcraft 
Peter Ashmore 
R. Mark Asmundson 
Anita R. Asmussen 
Willard Assink
AstraZeneca Specialties, Inc. 
Peggy Atkinson 
Deborah Atwood 
Mary Audett 
Glenn Austin
Joseph and Rhoanna Austin 
Autodesk, Inc.
Automatic Data Processing, 
Inc.
Mark and Gail Avakian 
Rob and Lynda Avery 
BPO Elks Lodge No 1292- 
Raymond 
R. Scott Babcock 
Bill and Karen Baber 
Daniel and Julia Bach 
Gary and Janet Bacon 
Donald Bagnall 
Edward and Cathy Bahrt 
Stuart and Susan Bailey 
Roderick and Doneiie Bain 
Claudia Bainbridge 
Norm Bainter 
Tom Bainter 
Keith Bajema 
Barbara Baker 
Daniel Baker 
Kenneth Baker 
Kevin Baker 
Theodore Baker 
Thomas Baker 
William and Margaret Baker 
Dawn Balch 
Susan Ballman 
Francis and Gale Balunsat 
Patricia Banas 
Linda Banchero 
Owen and Helen Barbeau 
Brent Barber 
Robert Barber 
Roger Barenz 
Cheryl Barker 
Robert Barker 
Therese Barker 
Gary and Maggie Barklind 
Gordon and Stephanie 
Barnes
Heather Barnhart 
Charles and Nancy Barr 
Orie Barron 
Duane Bartel 
Thomas and Jane 
Bartholomew 
Bart and Dot Barton 
Joel and Rebecca Barton 
Nancy Bates 
Nancy Baum
Ellen Baumann . uA
Hank and Erin Baumgart »
Greg and Julie Bawden v
Bill and Cherri Baxter 
Joy Beal
Brian Glen Bean 
William C. Bean 
Harold and Lynette Beatty 
Laurie and Doug Beatty 
Daniel and Connie Bechtol 
Linda Beckman 
Matt and Sherry Beevers 
Steven and Rita Behl 
Fred Beisse
Alfred and Laurie Belanger 
Terry Belcoe 
Esther Holberg Belgum 
James and Ann Bell 
Michael Bell 
Roberta Bell 
William Bell 
David Beiiingar 
Edward and Gale Bellinger 
Bellingham Harley Davidson 
Inc.
Bellingham Sister City 
Association
Bellingham Stevedoring Co. - 
Roger & Gerry Ann Sahlin 
Larry and Susan Bellona 
William and Leslie Belmondo 
James Bemis 
Ben Bridge Jewelers,
Bellingham 
Bradley Benfield 
Paul and Viera Benko 
JoAnn Benseler 
Andrew Benson 
Brooke Benson 
David Benson 
Ellen Benson 
Randall Benson 
David and Annie Berfield 
Susan M. Berg 
Jeff and Mary Berger 
Edward Bergh
Larry and Janet Bergschneider 
Steve Berkompas 
Bemzott Capital Advisors 
Warren and Glenette 
Bestwick
Bill and Debbie Bethards 
Joseph and Lisa Beyer 
Stanley and Susan Bianchi 
F. Paul and Mary Bianchini 
Tyler Bice 
Gregg Bieber 
Cart and Carol Binder 
Shirty Birchfieid 
Walter and Heather Bird 
James Bishop
William and Dorothy Bishop 
Kristie Bissell 
Kurt and Claudia 
Bittlingmaier
Nancy Bjerke Kevin Cannady Betty and Clyde Crouse
Jeanne Blache Cynthia Canteras Ronald Crowe
Betty Black Peter and Valerine Carbonaro Cordon Cruger
Matthew Black Patrick Carboneau Jack and Susan Cruver
Roberta Black Michael and Robyn Carey Ronald Cude
James and Phyllis Blackburn Robert Carey Culligan Water
Richard and Kathleen Blades Collin Carlile George Cummings and
Jeanne Blair Nancy Carlsen Denise Steele-Cummings
Ronald and Diane Blair David and Christina Carlson Allan Cunningham
Michael Blaisdell Lori Ann Carlson James Cunningham
Milton and Patricia Blake Mary Carlson Larry and Kathleen
Dana Blankenship Carlson Steelworks Inc. Cunningham
Philip Blaschke Gary and Linda Carlyle Anne Cupp
Art and Linda Blauvelt Ross and Terri Carpenter Branko Curgus
Bud Bliss Joan Cairo Robert Curran
Glenda Blondin Connie Carson Michael and Mardi Currin
Michael Eric Boardman Edward Carson Gregory and Pamela Curtin
B.N. and Susan Boatright Eddie and Christine Carte Thomas and Patricia
Fred and Tanya Boede Steven Carter Cvitovich
Bob Lama Ken Carwin and Barbara Anthony D'Alessio
Stephen and Lynda Boggess Riechter Ann Dagie
Steven Boggio Casa Que Pasa Donna Dahl
Gordon and Denise Bohnke Loyd Case Frank Dakin
Boise Cascade Corporation Carolyn Casey Elizabeth K. Dalessandro
Bill Bolden Andrea Casillas Tom and Penny Dalgliesh
Florence Bonham Rudy Casillas Rolf Dalhaus
Larry Booker Antoinette Caskey Terry and Debbie Dallas
John M.Boone Douglas Cassidy Dennis and Vicki Daniels
Stevan Booras John Cassidy Toni Daniels
Howard and Dana Booth David and Mary Caton Per and Karol Danielsson
Justin Borgen Dennis and Janice Catrell Marion Darragh
David Boroughs Michel Cavallero Robert and Inger Davenny
Michael Bortel Charles and Jean Cerar Harold and Christina Davey
Denise Bosman Joanna Bee Cerar Dennis Davidson
Norman and Joyce Robert and Wendy Chaffee Diana Davidson
Bottenberg Henry and Betty Chamberlin Jan Davidson
John and Karen Boucher Erin Chambers Richard and Laurie Davidson
Nina Boudinot Randy and Cheryl Chambers Alan Davis
BouHion Aviation Services Inc Thomas Wai-Kuen Chan Elizabeth Davis
Elizabeth Bower Christine Chandler Frank and Sharon Davis
Robert and Audrey Bowman Kent and Barbara Chaplin James and Trudi Davis
Tari Boxwell Linda Chase Kyle and Barbara Davis
Mrs. Marian L. Boylan Boon and Chicko Larry Davis
Darrell Bozett Chayavichitsilp Mara Davis
Fred and Rebecca Bracilano Jeffrey and Diana Cheifetz Ronald and Mary Davis
Richard and Bonnie Bradley David and Rosa Chen Wes Dawson
Gregory E. Brahaney Walter Chenier Jill Day
James and Tong Brass Russ Chester Lynn and Jean Dayton
Kathryn Brennan Larry and Lela Childers Daniel DeFazio
Brenthaven Bruce Chin-Lee Heidi DeLaubenfels
Alvin and Borghild Brewer Chiron Corporation Ann deMarrais
Rae Bridgman Lillian Christensen Lynne DeMerritt
Charlie and Deborah Bright William Christensen Edwin DePasqual
David and Cheryl Britton Yvonna Christensen Shelley DePietro
Penelope Britton Lief and Kathryn Christenson Julia DeVries
Gilbert and Mary Ann Brokaw Carl and Darlene Christiansen DeWaard and Bode Inc.
Patricia Bronson Cleet Christianson Deborah DeWees
Robert Brooks Brian Christie Jeffery Lawrence Deam
Terrence and Jane Brooks Robert and Lucinda Christie Lisa Deen
NoriDan and Dianne Bross Scott and Karen Christner Joe and Donna Deerkop
Jason Matthew Brotman Albert and Anne Chudek Jerry Deffenbacher
Marge Brouiilet Paul Chudek Alicia Ann Delegans
Terry and Kathryn Brower Roberto and Pat Cittadini George and Bonita Dendrinos
Breta Brown Sheryl Clark Donald Denegar
Clifton and Carolyn Brpyyn Dawn Clawson Christine Dettmann
Craig and Sandra Brown Linda Clay Larry and Patricia Dewey
James and Sherrill Brown Matthew Cleary Jr. John Dey
Kenneth Brown David and Janet Clements John and Judy DiBari
Mark and Marcy Brown Robert and Marilyn Clements Jeff and Bridget Dick
Rob Brown Nancy Cleminshaw Richard Dickson
Scott and Monique Brown Kirby Cleveland Donald and Linda Diebert
Vickie Brown Linda Cline Sandra Diebold-Kajdzik
Wayne Brown and Martha Carl and Dolores Clinton James Diedrick
Tapley Scott and Janet Clough Andrew and Nancy Diehl
Peter and Laurel Browning Wesley and Barbara Clubb Chet Diehl
Allen and Kim Bruce Suzanne Cluett Dave Diehl
James and Karolynn Bruce Clark and Alice Coad^ Jimmy Diehl and Sue Beske-
John and Yolanda Bruce Chapman Diehl
Norman Bruland Michael Coakley Michael and Joan Diemert
Bruce and Cora Brunette Charles and Frances Cobb Greg and Jo Ann Diener
Charles and Janice Bryant Laurie Cockrell Christopher and Celeste Dier
Kevin and Sara Bryant John Coffin Michael Dietz
Teresa Brynestad Sheldon and Connie Cohen Alison Dildine
Chelsea Buchanan Ray Cohrs Norman Dillman
Terry and Katherine Jack and Ramona Cole Cindy Good Dillon
Buchanan Ronald Cole Daniel Dingman
Rodney Buck Thomas and Lynn Cole Dirty Dan Harris
Michael and Margaret Douglas Coleman Discovery Institute
Buckholz John D. Coleman Larry Dittloff
Richard and Dolly Roger Coles Carrie Dittrich
Buckingham Sandra Colleton Sherri Divine
Cody Buckley Jo Collinge Jeffrey and Ann Docken
Pam Buckley James and Mary Collins Linda Dodds
Karl Buennagel Joey Collins and Christine Warren and Verna Dogeagle
Steven and joAnn Buff Hatfield Domino's Pizza
Builders Alliance - joe and John and Faith Collins Jon and Joanne Donnellan
Margaret Orem Nell Combellc David and Gail Donnelly
Wayne Bull Barbara Comer Gregory Donovan
Frederick and Pauline Bullert Barbara Barker Congdon Theresa Doppel
Melba Bumphrey Patrick and Donna Connell Glenn and Dorothy Dorsch
Douglas and Carol Burch Mildred Connelly Gregory Dotseth
Harold and Rogene Burch Joseph and Markiva Contris Sarah Dotson
Raymond Burke William Coogan James J. Doud, Jr.
Burlington Industries Adrianne Cook Elizabeth Doust
Foundation Lorraine Cook Charles Douthwaite
David and Nancy Bum Monte Cook and Wendie James and Stacy Dovey
Christopher and Elizabeth Siverts James Dow
Bums Paul and Jill Cooke George G. Dowd
Randall Bums Suzette Cooke Stephen and Deborah Dowd
Cheryl Burton Paul and Toni Cooley Ellen Weinberg Dreyfus
Anor Buswell Dennis and Kathryn Cooper Denis and Sally Dubois
John Butler Gary and Elaine Cooper Jonathan Duckworth
Patricia Butterfield John Cooper Teresa Dudik
Russell and Maryann Byerley Paul Cooper Dave and Nancy Duffey
Bill and Julie Bynum William Cooper Stanley Dunagan
Kevin and Kelli Byrne Edward Coppin Kenneth Duncan
Kevin and Jaye Bywater Stephen E. Cornell James Dunlap
CNA Insurance Companies Doug and Jayne Comman Scott and Teresa Dunn
Edmund and Elizabeth Cabot Ricardo and Marlene Cortez John and Joy Dunne
James and Judy Cady Corus Pharma Inc. Paul Duquette
Janet Calvo George Cowan Bernard Duman
Sena Camarata Michael Cox Bruce and Lynn Dusenberry
Peter and Kathleen Cameron Steve Cox Charles and Patricia Dyer
Jeff and Amanda Camp Barbara Craig Daniel and Carolyn Dyson
Doug and Jackie Campbell Douglas and Lisa Cram Brennon and Susan Eagle
Frederick L Campbell Chris Cress Bruce Eagle
Jill Ishii Campbell Samuel and Sheri Croft Eaglemont Golf Club
Susan Campbell Austin Crook Linda Easley
Suzanne Campbell Kathryn Croom Marshall Eaton
Miriam and John Ebinger Denny and Cheryl Gagnier Marcus Hall
Dr. Robert and Donna Tim Gallagher Richard Hall
Ebright Lynne and John Galligan Warren Hall
Karl Edeiie Merle and Marian Gallman Mark and Carol Halter
Donna Edquist Bruce and Robin Galvin Tani Ham
Gina Edwards James and Laura Gamache Albert Hametner
Helen Edwards Michael Gamble Garth Hamilton
Jackie Edwards Jon Garberg Ruth Hamilton
Jeffrey Edwards Kergie Garcia Samuel and Judy Hammar
Randall and Anne Edwards Mandy Gardiner Christine Ohisen
Roger and Barbara Edwards Robert Gardiner John and Martha Hancock
Larry and Sidra Egge Patrick Gardner Robert and Agnes Hancock
Dwayne and Elizabeth Eiford John and Pat Garrett Jim and Kathye Handsaker
Tamera Eiford Joe and Suzanne Gartin Robert and Mary Hanell
Bev Eisen Marie Gary Philip Hanna
Chuck and Jane Ekberg Walter Gary Brian Hansen and Wendy
Marilyn Ekenes James and Susan Gaskiii Bohike
David and Jill Elkayam Gail Gastfield Kirk Hansen
Mark Ellingson LeAnne Gaston Martin Hansen
Rick and Betsy Ellingson Byron Gates Steve Hansen
Robert Ellison Susan Gates Eric and Marsha Hanson
Edward Ellsworth Tawney Gates Michael and Lisa Hanson
Margaret Elwood and Russell Gwendolyn Gause Peter and Ann Hanson
Taylor Lee Andrew Gaylor, Jr. Brody Hanssen and Dana
Emerson Electric Company Darin. Gearhart Larson
John Eminger MIchiyo Geary Rebecca Harder
Rod and Tanya Emory Victor Gee Its Mark Hardie
Lucille Emrick John Gelber and Terry Smith Jerome and Linda Hardman
Irene Endow William Geldermann Jeremy and Anne Hardy
Mark and Karen Endresen General Motors Corporation Susanne Haring
Randall Engel Patrick George Richard and Kari Harmon
Melissa Engels Leeann Ghiglione Russell Harpel
Konrad and Carol Engeset Lay and Janet Gibson Robert Harrigan
Jonathan Engle Ralph Gier Patrick Harrington %
Gary and Charlene Enos Katherine Gihm Esther Harris
Beth Ensley-Cooley Gordon Gilbert Patricia Harris
John and Marie Erbstoeszer Jill Gilbert Leif Harrison
Dennis and Lisa Erickson Larry Gilbert Mary Harrison
Karl Erickson Ralph and Arlena Gilbert Micki Harrison
Kevin J. Erickson J. Jay and Sheila E. Giles David and Lynda Hart
Mark D. and Sandra M. Benjamin Gill Julie Hart
Erickson Peter and Pat Gillies Patti Lee Hart
Joe and Judy Eskridge Jeff and Anne-Marie Gingold Willy Hart
Brian and Jill Estes Tuck Gionet Paul Haiti
Glen Ethier Gregory Girard Larry and Charlotte Hartman
Charles Evans Jerry and Nancy Gjovaag Dorwin Hartsell
Elizabeth Evans Michael Gladhart Derek and Antoinette
James and Wanda Evans Jon Glatz Hartsfield
Leighton and Lisa Evans George Gleason Daniel Harvey
Eyecatcher Signs Greg and Diane Glenn George Harvey
Patricia Fabiano Ray Glines Greg Harvey
Robert and Marilyn Fadden Gene and Wanda Glover Hasbro Inc.
Fairhaven Runners Mitchell and Bonnie Godfred Christopher Haslam
James and Janet Falkenreck Christopher Goebel Sally Hass
Mike Fankhauser Michael Goetz and Kris WiilicUTi and Molly Hastings
Patrick and Kayleen Faraca Raymond Mark and Maria Hatcher
John D. Farquhar Alan and Eva Goldberg James Hatfield and Kay
Eric and Betty Farris Joseph and Carol Gonsalves Morrissey
Greg Farris Dolores Gonzales Marguerite Hauberg
Joseph and Carol Faubion Philip and Joyce Gonzales Steven Hauck
Ruth Fealk Roy and Marcia Goodall Jon and Susan Haufe
Rose Feeney Shannon Goodwin Sig and Jane Haugland
Gary Fell Charles Gordanier Paul and Marcia Haukaas
Gregory Feist and Debra Cindy Gordon Linda Hauta
Overlin Walter Gordon Richard and Linda Hautala
Robert Felix Chris and Tom Gowing Mary Hawk
John Felton Robert Grace Gray and Carolyn Hawken
Brooks and Francine Fenton Travis and Colleen Graddon Karen Hawkins
Gregory and Kathleen Libbie Graham Jeffrey and Marjorie Haws ?
Ferguson Rob and Marsha Graham Loretta Hayashida
Abraham and Barbara Ferris Holly Graham-Clevenger Joan Hayes
Kristin Fife Kurt and Judith Grande Larry W. Hayes'81
Thomas Fifer Jim and Susan Robert and Barbara Hayes
GInny Figenbaum Judy Graveline Helen Hays
Howard and Deborah Finck Dan and Eileen Graves Bruce Hayton
Thomas Fine G. Bradley and Margaret Catherine Headington
Robert and Cynthia Finnerty Gray Arthur Heald
Dawn Fischer Gail Gray John and Mary Healy
Geraldine Fitzgerald Julie Gray Richard Hearsey
Gladys Flakus William and Debbie Gray Kathie Hegarty
Rynold and Deborah Fleck Richard Green and Kathleen Joel Hegland
Fleet Financial Group Sherlock Fred and Shannon Heichel
Hugh and Julie Fleetwood Philip and Susan Greenberg Buck and Nancy Heidrick
Eugene Flynn Avis Greene Kelsey Heikoop
Martin Foister James Greene Cordon Heimbigner
Maurice and Karen Foisy Myrtle Greene jack and Frances Hein
Kevin and Virginia Foley The Greenhouse Ralph Heinze
Pamela and Starck Follis Robin Greenleaf Don and judi Heitlauf
Owen and jean Forbes Suzanne Greer David Heldt
Patrick Forbes Judy and Joseph Gregg Bea Hellis
James and Frances Ford Jennifer Gregor Susan Hellwich
Robert Ford Susan Gribbin Katharine Hemion
Jennifer Forland Maloa Gribkoff Ed and Patricia Henderson
Virgil and Donna Forney Val Gribkoff Donald J. Hendrickson
Louis and Claudia Forni Geoffrey and Anna Griebet Tami Hendrickson
Gerry Forsberg Leo Griffin III Douglas and Cynthia Hente
Marie Forster Daniel and Carolyn Alexandra Page Henning
Linda Fortney Crimshaw Douglas and Pamela
James and Sue Foss Steve and Baibara Grinak^ Herstrom
Richard Foss Kathiyn Grinde Robert and Martha Heva
David B. Foster Annemarie Grizzard Warren and Katie Heytman
Niclas Foster David Gross Donald and Barbara Hibler
Karyn Fountaine Sheryl Gross Gerald and Ruth
Marc Fox Laura Grove Hickenbottom
Sheila Fox Wendy and Michael Grove Howard Higgen
Thomas and Susan Fox Frank and Melissa Guard Stewart Higgins and Jennifer
Jeff Frank Jon Gudmundson Massie Higgins
Jeffrey Franklin Robert and Linda David and Theresa
Jonathan and Cynthia Gudmundson Hildebrand
Franklin William and Marta Guevara Lawrence Hile
Robert Frantz John and Carol Guiczynski David Hill
Denny and Kathy Freeburn George and Julie Gulick Eric and Kristen Hill
David Freeland Samuel Gunn Jr Larry Hill
Mark Freeland David Gurney Merle and Jayne Hill
Russ and Leona Freeman Jerome Gutzwiter Susan Hill
Curtis Freet Phyllis and Keith Guy Jerry Hilperts and Nikki Parish
Verne and Renee French Robert Gwinn Michael and Adele Hilsen
Richard Fritts Tbomas and Jan Haan Brian L Hilton
Raymond and Cynthia Prohs fUdiard Haas Charles and Janet Hilton
Thomas Frostad Charles and Sadra Hagadom Peter Himmer
Leland Fry StefDhen and Susan Hagedorn Thomas and Cynthia Hinds
Usa Ann Fugate Erica Hagel H. E. and Helga Hirsch
Ms. Julene Fulgham- Philip Hageman Kristopher Hislop
McNemey Anita Hagerman William Hlavacek
Charles and Virginia Marijune Haggard Steven Hobbs
Fulkerson Brian and Elaine Hahnel Thomas Hodder
Jean Funada Mike and Sally Haley Mary Hodgkinson
Milton andGenelle Furr Eleanor Hall Nancy Hoefiing
Kurt and Trina Fykerud Eric Hall and Susan Wilson Doug and Chris Hoffman
WIN DOW on W E S T E R N
In addition to the more conventional gift of cash or supplies, the Western Washington University Foundation also accepts gifts of property, appreciated stock or 
securities and estate gifts. Giving is a personal choice and the types of gifts made are as varied as the interest of our donors themselves.
jamie Hoffman 
Phillip Hoffman 
Stephen and Mary Hoffman 
Tobie L. Hoffman 
Mitchell and JoAnn Hogins 
Ivor and Viann Hoglund 
Smith J. Hogsett 
Wynn and Pamela Holdal 
Alisha Holdener 
Marilyn Holen 
Ronald and Kathleen Holert 
Peter and Victoria Hollern 
James Hollinger 
Clinton Hollingsworth 
Robert and Jacqueline 
Hollingsworth 
Bob Hollowwa 
Doug Holme
George and Susan Holmes 
Jenny Holmstrom 
Homestead Golf & Country 
Club
Hoodsport Winery 
Chris Hopen 
Jackie Horvat
Joseph and Denice Hougen 
Daniel Hough
William and Linda Houghton
,Kyle and Carrie House
Patricia Houtchens
Dina Hovde
Jack and Lenora Hovde
Donna F. Howard
Jean Howat
Walt and Theodora Howe 
Stella Hua 
Bruce Hubbard 
Gregory and Jeanette Hudson 
James Huffman 
Peggy Huffman and Robert 
Williamson 
Cloyce Hughes 
Jim Hughes 
Michael Hughes 
Steven and Leslie Hughes 
Craig and Renee Huizenga 
Robert and Beatrice Hull 
Julie Humling 
William and Theone 
Humphrey 
Susan Hunsaker 
Charles and Lee Hunt 
Brian and Katherine Hunter 
Edward and Susanne Hunter 
Douglas Hurcomb 
David Hurd 
Lori Husa
Dick and Colleen Huselton 
Stanley and Bridget Hutchen 
Steve Hutton 
Nicole Hwang 
Peterld€
Sandra tmboden 
Gordon and Julie Imlay 
Gabriel and Kristine ' 
Immordino 
Clarence tnce > '
Donald Ingram 
Dean and Billee Sue Irwin <: 
Peggy Irwin , ' v
|uJie Patterson Ishihara 
Maurice Iverson 
John and Arlene Iwai 
Jo Ann Iwane 
Gloria Izard-Baldwin 
Jacaranda Inc.
Jay Jack and Nan Knitter-Jack 
David and Karen Jackson 
Earl and Evelyn Jackson 
Jeffrey Jackson 
Ola Jackson 
Rockney Jackson 
Tom Jackson 
Jay and Karen Jacobs 
James Jacobsen 
Paul and Jane Jacobsen 
Bret Jacobson 
Cara Jacobson 
Kart Jacobson 
Ttromas Jacobson 
Eric and Debra James 
Gregory James and Susan 
Starrfield
Wolfgang and Laurel Janas 
Donald and Lynne Jangard 
James Jarrett
Meredith Jarvis and Calvin 
Priest
Don Jenkins v'. ^ '
Lucinda Jenner 
Alan Jennings
Melanie Jennings ^
Patricia Jennings
V\^lliam and Kristine J«isen
Karen Jester
Myrtle Jodry
Ronald Johanson
David John
John Wiley & Sons Inc.
Brian and Kerry Johnsen 
Anthony Johnson 
Barry Johnson 
Brian Johnson
Richard and Carole Johnson 
Dennis and Rieta Johnson 
Doris J. Johnson 
Erik Johnson
James and Cynthia Johnson
Linda Johnson
tori Lee Johnson
Lynn and Terri Johnson
Michael and Linda Johnson
Michael Douglas Johnson
Nadine Johnson
Nancy Johnson
O.K. Johnson . '
Stephanie Johnson
Stuart and Cynthia Johnson
Terry and Carol Johnson 
Thomas Johnson 
Wendy Johnson 
Wilfred Johnson 
Brian Jones and Sharon 
Suver-Jones 
Bryan Jones 
Ellen Jones 
Jeff Jones
Les and Roberta Jones 
Darrel Jones 
Steve Jones 
Candace Jordan 
Cindy Jorgensen 
Linda Joseph
Julian and Hazel Judelman 
Stuart Julin
John and Linda Kabat
Lari Kackman
Susan Kaelin
Danette Kahle
Steven and Elizabeth Kahn
Patricia Kaiser
Bruce Kale
Jay Kalla
Steve Kalos
Edward and Susan Kaplan
Nathan Karlick
Mandy Kawakami
Elizabeth Keating
Linda Keaton
Paul and Brenda Keefe
Crystal Keehn
Edward and Sharon Keith
Alma Stewart Keithley
Judith Keithley
Daniel and Marilyn Keithly
Cassie Kelley
James and Terry Kelley
Douglas and Kristi Kelly
Lynda Kelly
Jerry and Sharon Keltner 
Michael and Lana 
Kemppainen 
Christine Kendall 
Donald and Vanessa Kenning 
John Kennison 
Kent's Pay-Less Nursery 
James Kerr and Laura Lattig- 
Kerr
David E. Ketter and Mary Jo 
Dugaw
Kris and Shawn Kibler 
Jay and Cathi Kidd 
Herb and Janette Kiekenapp 
Hae-Soo Kim 
Clare Kime 
Kay Kime
Tim and Glenda Kimsey 
Carol King 
Ryan King 
Timothy King 
Gene and Judy Kiriluk 
Oris and Bonnie Kirk 
Eileen Kirkpatrick 
Bryce and Jennifer Kisker 
Mark and Lorna Kitchen 
Ted and Susan Klastorin 
Edward and Helen Kleffner 
Katherine Kleist 
Bradford and Sherry Klemmt 
Kevin and Ellen Klettke 
Jannett Klinke
Calvin and Maureen Knight 
Julie Knight 
Lee and Sharon Knight 
John Knudsen 
Russell D. Knudsen 
Tye Knutzen 
Steven and Josie Kobylk 
Christopher Koch 
Paul Kodama 
Cheryl Koenen 
Domenic Koeplin 
Craig and Maggie Koeppler 
Maiy Ann Koerten 
Irene Rolph Kohler 
Sue Kohihepp 
Hubertu$ and Rosemarie 
Kohn
\Afeyne M. Koistinen 
John Kole
Paul and Jeanie Komarek 
Susan Komori 
James and Judy Korski 
Peter and Mirjana Korzynek 
Robert Kosten 
James and Coralie Kozu 
Christopher Kradjan 
Gerald and Cheryl Kraft 
Craig Kramer 
Jerry and Loye Kramer 
Lisa Kranz
Cary and Jamie Krause 
John and Deborah Kraynak 
Christine Krell 
Dennis Kreutzer 
Melody Kroeger . i,, 
Carolyn Kroh ^ | 4
Clara Krook ^ ' #
John R. Krueger 
Kenneth Myron Kuck 
Jason Kuepfer 
Kristin Kullas 
Linda Kunesh 
Robert and Dianna 
KunseJman 
Mark Kuntz
Earl and Ella Mae Kurashige 
Patrick and Diana Kurth 
Kevin and Jennifer Kurtz 
Laura Kurtz-Harvie 
Shelly Kushner 
Mary Kuster 
Genevieve Kvam 
Mark L'Esperance 
Hector and Teresa LaFreniere 
Kelly LaMotte
Anthony and Margret 
Labesky
Chester and Clara Lackey 
Roger Ladd 
Cher Lafferty 
Harold Laitala 
Louis and Evelyn Lallas 
Richard Lalonde and Louise 
Menard 
Kathryn Lamal 
Bronson and Paula Lamb 
George and Carol Lamb 
Nancy Lambert 
James and Jane Lampe 
Eileen and Mark Lamphere 
LandAmerica Financial 
Group, Inc.
Robert and Mary Landau 
Cheryl A. Landis 
George Landrum and Carrie 
Balkema 
William Landry 
Jeffrey A. Lane 
Sheila Lange 
David Langley 
Marci Larsen 
Teri Larsen
Kurt and Linda Larson 
Larson Gross
Ronald and Claudia Latham
Geoffrey and May Lau
Jeffrey Lauby
Gayle Laufer
Mark Lawry
Craig Lawson
Roger Laybourn
James Le Fevre
Charles and Pauline LeWarne
Sandy Leavitt-lsrael
Camelle Leblanc
Jeffrey Ledbetter
Jessica Lee
Ronald and Dorothy Lee 
Thomas Lehman 
Susan and Robert Leirdahl 
Peggy Lemmer 
Wayne Lennstrom 
Richard and Debra Leon 
David and Shirley Leonard 
Jean Leonard 
Michael Leonard 
Scott and Nancy Leonhard 
Eric Leonhardt 
Vince and Tina Lerner 
Robert and Rhonda Lesniak 
Jodi Lester
Charles and Jacklyn Levine 
Brian D. Lewis 
Dennis Lewis 
Donald and Judy Lewis 
Jon Lewis
Kristine Aminda Lewis 
Miriam Lewis 
Oscar and Karen Lewis 
Shawn and Christine Lewis 
Sin and ChiLing Li 
Frederick and Roxanne Lieb 
Mariah Lievense 
H. Cranston and Geraldine 
Likely
Martha Liljegren 
Kay Lilland 
Ricardo Lin
Jeffrey and Mary Lincicum 
Heidi Lindholm 
Ronald Lindsay 
Angela Lindstrom 
Daniel Lipkie 
Karen Lipson
M. Alan and Jeannine Lish 
John and Carol Litten 
Willis and Jennifer Littke 
Kenneth and Carrie Little 
Ron Little
Living Tree Paper Co. Inc. 
Robert Lobdell 
Jack and Jean Lochbaum 
Patrick and Vicki Locker 
Steve Lockett
Lockheed Martin Foundation 
Virginia Lofstrand 
John Logan 
Barry Lombard 
Joseph and Junko Lombardi 
Garry and Karolyn Loncon 
Gregg and Randi Longmeier 
Deborah Loober 
Dean and Mary Lookingbill 
Paul and Margaret Loomis 
Robert and Susan Lorbeski 
Roberta Lord 
Peter Los
Mark and Mary Loughrey 
Matthew Loun 
Peter and Mary Louras 
Homer and Ellen Lowe 
Richard and Donna Lowell 
Michael and Laura Lucas 
John and Carlah Luck 
Carl and Meg Lund 
Timothy and Andrea Lund 
Alfred Lunde 
Philip and Patti Lutes 
Susan Luthy
Don and Margaret Lytton 
Fran Maas 
Arthur Mabbott 
Frederick and Sandra 
Mabbott 
Janet Mabry 
Charlotte MacCay 
Bruce and Margaret 
MacDonald 
Elizabeth MacDonald 
Kenneth and Marjorie 
MacDonald
Shawn MacFarlane-Pleis 
William and Nancy MacKay
Douglas and Maureen 
MacLean 
Larry MacMillan 
Robert and Joan MacMillan 
Ronald and Marjory 
MacQuarrie
Mark and Tammy Mackey 
Paul and Geri Madison 
Pete Madison 
Joan Magnano-Damm 
Arnar Magnusson 
Charles Mahan 
Michael Maier and Mary 
Chaney 
Doris Maillard 
Gary and Mary Mailloux 
Joseph and Carole Malik 
James and Judith Mallon 
Dru Malone
Hugh and Carol Maloney 
Beth Mamer 
Gary Manchester 
Bruce Manclark and Cory 
Eberhart
James and Susan Mancuso
Brian Mandio
David and Kathy Maness
Richard Manlow
Michael Mann
Arturo and Pilar Maratas
Shawn Marier
Robert and Cynthia Marks
William and Jessica Marlow
Tony Marrs
Alvin and Leona Marsh 
Bill and Adele Marshall 
Kenneth and Veronica 
Marshall 
Robert Marshall 
William and Carol Marshall 
Ann Marten 
Sandra Martens 
David and Ann Martin 
John and Marie Martin 
Jonathon Martin 
Rebecca Martin 
Tana Hulbert Martin 
Larry and Linda Martinez 
Jerry and Rozanne Mascio 
Michael Mason 
Francis and Janet Massart 
Gary and Nancy Massingill 
The Gary Masuda Family 
Dean and Renee Matson 
Hisako and James Matsudaira 
Marianne Matsumoto 
Mary Jean and Robert 
Mattern
Gayle Matthews 
David and Linnea Mattson 
Theodore Matz 
William and Susan Mauk 
Bill and Gloria Mayberry 
Phil Mazzaferro 
Bruce McAllister 
John McAuliffe 
Ryan and Pattie McBride 
Mark McCalla 
Paul and Lucy McCarthy 
Terrence McCarthy 
Scott and Kelly McClain 
Mary McCluskey 
Russ and Cheryl McComb 
Beverly McCormack 
Debbie Everitt McCormack 
Kerri McCown 
James McCurdy 
Hank and Bonnie McDonald 
Jim and Jan McDonald 
John and Linda McDonald 
Gerald and Julie Me Donald 
Randall and Jayne McDonald 
Tamara McDonald 
Lori McDonnell 
Shawn McDowell 
John McEown 
Kristie McEwen 
Dorothy McFarland 
Scott and Janet McFarlane 
Gina McGlinn 
McGraw Hill Publishing 
Company Inc.
Jack and Linda McGuinness 
Carole McGuire 
Laura McGuire 
Thomas McIntyre 
Scott and Kay McKay 
Jeffrey McKee 
Troy McKelvey 
Don McKeta 
Carol McKissick 
Gary McKneely 
Glenda McLachlan 
Lorena McLaren 
John and Kathleen 
McLaughlin 
Larry McLaughlin 
Terri and Kathleen 
McLaughlin 
Elizabeth McLean 
Kent and Paula McLeod 
Karen McManus 
David and Lanie McMullin 
Kathleen McMurray 
Dan and Kay McMurry 
David and Lorie McNeill 
McNett Corporation 
Richard MePhaden 
George and Beverly McRae 
Therese McRae 
Neil and Nancy McReynolds 
MeSean Trust 
Mary Mead
Sonseeahray Meadows 
Gary Meath 
Mark Meath
Douglas and Denise Medley 
Walter and Jacquelyn Medley
Thomas and Susan Melton 
Lyle R. Messinger 
Joseph Mettalia 
Dorothy Meyer 
Reid and Ann Meyers 
Marjorie, Roxanne and Paul 
Michael 
Rick Michaels
Bruce and Susan Michelson 
Donald Miles 
Alan Miley
Bruce and Elizabeth Miller
Dan R. Miller
Grant Miller
James and Cheryl Miller
Jeanne Towle Miller
Laurence Miller
Mario Miller
Richard Miller
R. Jay Miller
Stanley Miller
Dan Miller
James and Nancy Millgard
Susan Millington
Timothy Milliren
Janet Mills
John Mills
Helene Minari
Michael Minor
James and Julia Mirel
Ted and Angela Mischaikov
Paul Anthony Miskimin
Ethel Mitchell
Lex and GG Mitchell
Mithun
Kenny Miyamoto 
Thomas Moak 
David Mock
Kenneth and Diane Moffett 
John and Anna Moffitt 
Greg Monroe 
Sharon Montgomery 
William Montross 
John Moody 
Bette Moore 
Darlene Moore 
Jeff Moore
Michele and B.J. Moore 
Sharon Morioka-Estrada 
Carole Teshima Morris 
Leonard and Gloria Morris 
Maureen Morris 
William and Laura Morris 
Bryan Morrison 
Mark and Eileen Morrow 
David and Jan Morse 
Brian Mortensen 
Mortgage Mart 
Marissa Moser 
Pamela Moser 
Thomas and Susan Mosich 
Motorola Inc.
Michael and Mary Mottet 
Stanley Moye 
Craig Moyer
Brent and Stephanie (§auer) 
Mudgett 
Patricia Mueller 
Vincent and Cathy Mullally 
Orin Mullen and Karen Wieda 
Carl and Sheila Muller 
Charles Munger 
Cameron Munro and Lisa Van 
Doren
David and Gail Murphy 
Philip and Anne Murphy 
Douglas Murray and Kathleen 
Mugan 
Linnet Murray 
Charles and Mary Murray 
Robert Mustacich 
Cordon and Christy Myers 
Jack and Patricia Myers 
Susan Myers 
Tyler Myers 
Robert Nanney 
William and Deanna Naslund 
Karen Neal 
Robert and Gay Neal 
Robert Neale 
Bruce Need 
Chris Nefcy 
Donald Neff 
Mrs. Ruth A. Neher 
Uwe and Patricia Nehring 
Susan Neighbors 
Cheryl Neikirk 
Mary McColl Neilson 
Danny Nelson 
Danzel Nelson 
George Nelson 
Martin Nelson, Jr.
Matthew Nelson 
Todd Nelson 
John and Chris Neorr 
Tom Nerini
Robert and Heidi Nethercutt 
Julee M. Neuhart 
Gary and Marcie Neuman 
Renee Neumann
Mary Neumeister
New York Life Foundation
Mary Newby
Ronald Newcomb
John Newhouse
Craig Newton
Robert and Lois Nicholl
Jim and Nancy Nichols
Dennis Nickelson
Earl Nielsen
Scott Nielsen
Martin and Christine Niemi 
Trevorand Kathryn Nies 
Donald Nilsson 
Don and Bonnie Ninneman 
Patricia Nippoldt 
Sharon Nishida 
Jennifer Nixon 
Timothy E. and Jacque P. 
Noard
Sarah Nobach 
David Noble
Scott and Maryann Noble 
Claire Nold-Glaser 
Dennis and Judy Nomura 
Patricia Nordberg 
Catherin and Emerson 
Nordmark
Stephen and Leslie Nordtvedt 
Mark and Peggy Norman 
Paul Norman
Thomas and Sandra Norris 
Norse Furniture Corporation 
North Bellingham Golf 
Course
Christopher Northeutt 
Northwest Computer 
Supplies Unlimited 
Northwest Physiotherapy 
Associates Inc.
Rose Norton-Nader
Thomas and Linda Norwalk
Tim Novak
Jim Novak
Thomas Nuss
Truman Nybakken
Frederick O'Brien
Larry and Joyce O'Donnell
Robert O'Donnell
Kelley O'Reilly
James and Donna O'Brien
Kevin O'Brien
Richard O'Brien
Catherine L. O'Connell
James and Carolyn O'Donnell
Paula and Jim O'Halloran
Jennie Shaw O'Keefe
Marie O'Keefe
Peter O'Keefe
Mike and Wendy O'Leary
Patrick and Jennifer O'Neill
Thomas O'Donnell
Sheldon and Joy Ogi
James Okura
David and Sydney Olausen 
Kurt Olds
Ronald and Sandy Ogle
Eugene and Jan Oliver
Scott and Mary Oliver
Gregg and Claudia Olsen
Robert Olsen
Don and Leola Olson
Janet Olson
Jennifer Olson
Leola Olson
Maryvan Olson
Ned and Adele Olson
Philip and Theresa Ongna
Louise Ono
Richard Oril
Howard and Sun Orite
Collin Orr
Sandra Kay Black
Timothy Osborn
Rodney Osborne
Gregory Osgood
Anthony C. Otto and Kim M.
Churchill 
Gwynne Owen 
PC World Communications, 
Inc.
Pacific Harbor Trading 
Pacific Northwest Fitness 
Kate Packard 
Donna Packer
Matthew and Barbara Paden 
Kirk and Martha Painter 
Barbara and Robert Paisley 
Ake and Carol Palm 
Kathleen Palmer 
Bill and Kaye Palmer 
Kris and Christine Palmerton 
Rocky and Lori Palombo 
Panhandle Premium 
Gary and Julie Panick 
Carlo and Angela Papini 
Marc Parce
Bruce and Lynne Parker 
Jedd and Shawn Parker 
Joan and Larry Parks
All gifts to the Western Washington 
University Foundation are tax 
deductible as allowable by law. A 
number offer particular tax or estate 
planning advantages that may be 
useful to you or your family. The 
Foundation staff would be happy to 
discuss all gift options in greater 
detail with you and your attorney or 
financial planner. Please call (360) 
650-3027 for further information.
Traci Parrish 
Patrick Dunn and 
Associates Ltd.
Lynn Patten
Carolyn Patterson
Martin and Dianne Patterson
Susan Patterson
Bert and Martha Paul
Ingeborg Paulus
James Paulus
Jack and Vicki Pawlitschek 
Alan and Susan Paxman 
Peter Paznokas 
Loren Pease
Thomas and Karen Pecht 
Darren Peck 
Benhard and Charlotte 
Pedersen
Einar and Emma Pedersen 
Richard and Mary Pedersen 
Alan Pence 
Phyllis Pendergrast 
Sara Jane Penley 
Performance Coatings 
Kay Perkins
Gregory and Eileen Pero 
Dennis and Jean Perry 
Lynn Perry 
Ronald Perry 
Stanley Person 
Jason Petek
Charles and Cindy Peterson 
Gregory and Diana Peterson 
Marcia Peterson 
Mary Peterson 
Thomas Peterson and 
Elizabeth Flett 
Tracy Peterson 
Eric Petrie
Mark and Sarah Petrie 
Debbie Petritz 
Kurt Pfiughoft 
Philips Electronics 
Lorine Pichler 
Jean Piispanen 
Jeff and Leanne Pilcher 
Tim Pilgrim 
Denise Pilkey 
Paul Piper
Gary and Janet Pitcher 
James and Ruth Pitingoro 
Richard and Donita Pittis 
Platt Electric Supply Inc.
Janis Pock
William and Lillian Poe
Kathy Pope
Gertrude Popp
Connie Porter
Derek and Kimberly Porter
Terry Posner
Linda Potts
Michael Poutiatine
Kristine Powell
Lisa Power
Kim Pratt *
Nicholas Preboski 
Bill Predmore
Gordon and Connie Preecs 
Premera Blue Cross 
Barbara Prentiss 
Richard Prescott 
Aaron and Heather Price 
Sherry Priest 
Patricia Pringle 
Harry and Sally Prior 
Frank Pritchard 
Gerald Probst 
Gerald and Helen Punches 
Barbara Purcell 
Kevin Purdie 
John and Cynthia Purdy 
Wayne and Alphia Puryear 
Lisa Pusich 
Allene Quail 
Robert and Florence 
Quarterman 
J. Timothy Quinn 
Robert Daniel Quinn 
Dennis and Betty Radke 
Dorothy Radke 
Paul Rady
Lawrence and Joann Raisch
Peni Ramsey
Brad Rand
Scott Ransopher
Donald Rapp
Thomas Ratliff
Gregory Rau
William Rauch
Brian and Sanna Reagan
John and Betty Reay
Michael Rebar
Joseph and Shirley Redburn
Rodney and Natalie Reed
David and Jillayne Reeder
Ken Refvem
Tim and Teri Regan
Regence Blue Shield
Roslyn Regudon
Ronald and Susan Reimer
James and Marie Reinersten
David Reinhart
Richard and Cindy Reishus
Linda Reisser
Sandra Rengstorff
John Requa
Larry Resnick
Robert and Evelyn Reutimann 
Margaret Van Leuven 
Reyhner
Barbara Reynolds 
Steve Reynolds 
Michael and Gale Reynvaan 
Rice Insurance, Inc.
Bradley and Debra Rich 
Edmond and Jane Richards 
Frank Richards 
Gail Richardson
Guy and Shirley Richardson 
Larry and Marilyn Richardson 
Shirley Rickman 
Ralph and Marlene Riden 
Brandon and Lori Riffe 
Jan and Miriam Riker 
Joseph and Cassie Rinaker 
Adelle Ringus
Howard and Judith Robbins
Bron Roberts
Gladys Roberts
James Roberts
Sharyn Roberts
Mark Robertson
Philip Robicheau
Janice Robinson
Neal and Kathryn Robinson
William and Kathy Robinson
Eileen Robison
William and Jennifer Robison 
Donald and Donna Rochon 
Bud and Wanda Rock 
David Rockafield 
James and Sally Rode 
Ronald Roehmholdt 
Matthew and Sherri Roelofs 
Edward and Mary Rogelstad 
Douglas Rogers 
Henry Rogers 
Steve and Melinda Rogiers 
Bob Rohwer
Prasit and Yaeko Rojnuckarin 
Darryl and Lamona 
Roosendaal 
Roxane Root 
Jay and Susan Rosapepe 
Richard Rose 
Robert and Dorothy 
Rosenbladt 
Jane Rosi-Pattison 
Charles Ross 
David Ross
Merrill and Myrtle Roth 
Rod Roth 
Patrick Roth 
Michael Rowe 
Michael and Leah Royston 
Ronald and Janet Rudnick 
Gilbert and Janet Runkel 
Jon Andrew Running 
Vincent and Aris Running 
Jack Rupp 
Mike A. Rusch 
Brent Russell 
Christopher Russell 
John and Viginia Russell 
John and Linda Russell 
James and Lois Russo 
Mike Rutkosky 
Thomas Ryan 
Thomas and Patricia Ryan 
SAE International Inc.
SBC Foundation 
Roger and Gerryanne Sahlin 
Juan and Martha Salinas 
DavkJ and Sharon Salman 
James Salter 
Karen Salvadalena 
John and Kathleen Samms 
San Diego Padres 
Dawn Sanders 
Barbara Sands 
William and Trish Sanford 
Robert and Kay Sargent 
Christopher Sasnett 
Mark and Mariiee Satake 
Lance and Sandra Satsuma 
Joedan Saunders 
Jean Savory 
Mary Saxon 
Scott and Linnia Sayers 
Donald Sayler 
David Schaefer 
Richard Schauer 
Robert and Carolyn 
Scheldrup 
Carol Schinke 
David and Sue Schirman 
Dick and Kay Schisler 
Mark Schlichting 
Paul Schlichting 
Sonja Schmidt 
Larry and Lee Schmit 
Frank Schmitt 
Richard and Shaiiene 
Schoiimeyer 
Gunter and Adeiheid 
Schramm
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Schroedel 
Wade and Frances Schroeder 
Duane Schryver 
Carl Schuler
John Schutt and A.C. Hitch
Laura Schwab
Randy Schwarz
Gary Schwarzmueller
Daric Schweikart
Dell and Victoria Schweitzer
Donald Scotberg
Shannon Scroggins
Scott Seagren
Kimberly Searing
Jean Seater
Russell and Tammy Seaton 
Seattle Air Corp.
Christopher Secrist 
Glenda Sederstrom 
Melena Seek
Robert and Nancy Seffemick 
Senate Democratic 
Campaign 
Jill Serbousek 
Dean and Wendice Sevier 
George Sevier 
Mark Shagren 
Philip and Susan Sharp>e 
Wayne and Mary Shatto 
John and Judy Shaughnes!^
Steven and Dianne Shea 
Donald Shearer 
Sheehans 
Jean Paul Sheets 
Timothy Sheldon 
Jon Shemerdiak 
David Shepherd 
John Sherman 
Roger Sherman and Arlene 
Tande
Sherwood Country Club
Rose Shields
Walter Shields
Alice Shilhanek
Jack and Clara Shimek
Tracy Shine
Beth Shipe
Ronald Shirai
Amy Anderson Shives
James and Persis Shook
Dorene Short
John and Margaret Shulene 
Jeffrey Shull
Robert and Barbara Shulock 
Thomas and Christine 
Shumaker
Steve and Patricia Siebens 
Merry Sieberson McCreery 
Roland W. Siggs 
Silhouettes 
Michael Silva 
Mark Brian Silverman 
Stephen Sim 
Jonathan P. Simmons 
George Simpson 
James Simpson 
Joseph Simpson 
Gary Simundson 
Richard and Lauren Sing 
Ron and Tomoko Singleton 
Elizabeth Sipes 
Skagit Alpine Club 
George Skidmore 
Lynette Skippon 
Brian and Alison Skoczenski 
David and Leslie Skoor 
Skylarks
Jeffrey and Elizabeth Slesinger
Shane and Marilyn Sl'iva
Stephen Slivinski
Gerry D. Sloan
Jeffery and Sarah Small
Curtis Smitch
Angela Smith
Bruce and Janet Smith
Donald and Carol Smith
Helen Strangeland Smith
Linda K. Smith
Richard Smith
Rob and Wendy Smith
Roland Smith
Terry Fonda Smith
Terry L Smith
Pamela Smith-Large
John and Kay Smoke
Linda Snapp-Olsen
Darryl and Barbara Snow
Kaye and Rodney Snyder
Dan and Diane Sobba
Dan and Elaine Sofie
Matsuo Soga
Usa Soli
Carol Solle
Donald and Shariene Soltero 
Sheri Somers 
John Southard 
Randolph and Debra Spaet 
Steven H. Sparks 
Wayne Sparks
Ronald and Jolanta Spaulding 
Robert Spear
Martin and Lindsay Spencer 
Marc Spiegelberg 
James and Sherri Spoltman 
Robert Sprague 
Jerry and Mauricia Spring 
Mark Springer 
Tom and Lois Springer 
St Paul Companies, Inc.
Foundation 
Lawrence Stahl 
Bill and Janet Stamey 
LeRoy and Sukhi Standifer 
Steve and Deborah Stanford 
Richard and Joan Starbird 
Jack and Judith Stark 
Donald and Donna Starr 
John and Alexandra Starr 
Kirk and Sandra Stauffer 
Larry Stavert 
Bob and Jane Stavert 
Keith Steams
David Steensen and Karen 
Griffin
Alan Steinkirchner 
James Stempel 
Roger Stenbak 
Ken and Mildred Stenehjem 
Victor Stepanenko 
Bradley and Janet Stephan 
David Stephen 
Donald and Gayle Stetson 
Mark Stevens 
RoseAnn Stevenson 
Michael and Kerry Steward 
James and Reiko Stewart 
Stephanie Stirling 
David and Tina Stock 
Cleo and Claudia Stonecipher 
Stephen and Linda Storer 
Don and Sharon Stose 
Janice Stowers 
Strasser Woodenworks 
Stacia Stratton
Charles and Donna Strawther 
Jeanne Strickland 
Sam Stringer, Jr.
Geoffrey Strother
Robert and Sheri Studer 
Richard Sturza 
Bob and Darlene Stutte 
Roger Sugarman 
Stephen and Shelly Sulkin 
Terry Sullivan 
Susan Summers 
Edward and Susan Sund 
Olof and Joyce Sundin 
Kimberly Sutton 
Ame Svendsen 
David and Anna Swain 
Mary Jo Swan 
Linda Swanberg 
Kurt and Lani Swanson 
Marjorie and Stanley 
Swanson
Alyn and Joan Swedberg 
Scott Swedberg 
Michael and Lynne Sweeney 
Michael and Catherine 
Sweeney 
Sara Sweeney 
Denice Swenning 
James and Barbara 
Swinburnson
Michael and Kathleen Swirski 
Rebecca Syltebo 
Sysco Corporation 
All Tabatabai-Yazdi and Diana 
Tabatabai
Walter and Nora Tabler 
Lonnie and Kiya Tafoya 
Paul and Sara Tamayose 
James and Deborah Tanasse 
John and Patricia Tarrant 
Candice Taylor 
Christopher Taylor 
Christopher and Saundra 
Taylor
Don and Jean Taylor 
James and Gall Taylor 
John E. Taylor 
Ralph Taylor 
Robert Taylor 
Scott Taylor
William and Susan Taylor 
Jay Teachman 
Rebecca Tellvik 
Scott and Rhonda 
Templeman
David and Allyson Templeton 
Richard and Susan 
Terbrueggen 
Robert and Roxanne 
Terreberry 
Bryan Robert Tharp 
Roy and Nancy Thaut 
Dorothy Thayer 
The Borden Foundation Fund 
The Brand Strategy Group 
The Coca-Cola Company 
The Dow Hotel Co.
The Franklin J Matchette 
Foundation
The Medtronic Foundation 
The Northrop Grumman 
Litton Foundation 
The PMA Insurance Group 
The Prudential Foundation 
Co.
The Times Mirror Company 
The Toro Company 
Christy Theriault 
Robert and Dova Thirsk 
William Thomas 
Dale and Cassie Thompson 
Mary Beth Thompson 
Nell Thompson 
Richard Thompson 
Stuart and Lynn Thompson 
Kathy Thomsen 
Jerry and True Thon 
The Estate of Lois Thore 
Richard Thornbrue 
Anthony Thorestenson 
Denise Thrasher 
Carey Thurston 
Richard Tilley 
Craig Timberiake 
Robert and Anne Timm 
Joseph and Kathy Tinoco 
Harlan and Vera Todahl 
Mark Todahl 
Nancy Todd 
Terrance and Karl Todd 
Dustin Toftdahl 
Lawrence Tolliver 
Kathleen Tomlonovic 
J.R. and Donna Tonkin 
Jennifer Tomow 
Lynn and Carol Torset 
Katherine and Jason 
Tourtellot
Thomas and Yolanda Tovar 
Joe and Christine Townley 
Tom Townsend 
Phi Va Trang 
Allan Treuer
Bruce and Rebecca Tribken 
Deby Triggs 
Jennifer Triplett 
Will and Stacey Trogdon 
Mikiko Juliet Tromburg 
Karen Trout
Geoffrey Trowbridge and 
Teresa Pottmeyer 
Jon and Nancy Troxel 
Richard Tucker 
Steven Tucker 
Michael Turek 
Evelyn Turner 
Gregory Turner 
Frances and Richard Tuttle 
Gordon Tweit 
US Bank
Brian and Margaret Uber 
Loren Uhlenkott
John and Susan UHis 
Mark Umathum 
Rachel Claire Unck 
Robert Unick 
Unocal Corporation 
Michael and Joy Uomoto 
Peter and Nancy Urban 
Richard Urban 
Bjome and Mary Ursin 
Gerald Usher 
Kylene Stacy Ushimaru 
Randy Utt
Dan and Mariann Vail 
Kenneth and Fern Valentine 
Theodore and Diane Van 
Auken
Kevin and Roxanne Van Datta 
Nancy Van Deusen 
Donald and Camille Van 
Devanter
Jim and Billy Van Diest 
Cary Van Dusen 
James and Holly Van Eaton 
Willy and Rose Van Hemert 
Richard and Anne Van Kolken 
Timothy Van Lohuizen 
Jane and Gerrit Van Voorst 
Jane Van WIeringen 
Debra Van Winkle 
Robert and Susanne 
Vandenbosch 
Gaylon VanderYacht 
Joan Vandersypen 
William and Sandra Vannice 
Vashon Winery 
Mike Veitenhans 
Teresa Velasco 
Manuel and Ann Valez 
Lisa Verage
John and Shirley Verderico 
Michael L. and Susan J. 
Verhaar
Ralph and Carolyn Vemacchia 
Mary Jane Vetter 
Robert and Margie Victor 
Victoria San Juan Cruises 
Marglen Vike 
Albert Vincent, Jr.
Joy Vincent-KIHian 
Shahneen ViranI 
Richard and Robin VIsser 
Vita Milk Dairy Products 
Shane and Dascha Volkmann 
Craig Volwller 
Thomas and Pamela von 
Fischer-Benzon 
Charlie and Johari Vos 
Maj. Leanne Vreeland 
WWU Retirement Association 
Wachovia Foundation 
Paul and Linda Waggoner 
Daniel Wagner 
David Wagner 
Jeanne Wagner 
Joan Wagner 
Jan Wahlstrom 
Richard Waldron 
John Waldrop 
Anthony and Edie Walker 
David Walker 
Glenn Walker 
Karen Walker 
Jack Wall 
Roland Wallace 
Greg Waller 
Mark and Rita Walsh 
Kim Wan and Hoi Chan 
Wenping and Yvonne Wang 
Daniel and Annette Wanwig 
Ian Wareham 
John and Sally Warjone 
Brent Warner 
Brett Warner 
Troyce Warner 
Steven Wasalino 
Washington State Dairy 
Federation
Julie and Steve Waterman 
Ruth N. Watties 
Claudia Weaver 
David Weaver 
Charles Webb 
William and Cynthia Weber 
Steve and Pat Wehmeyer 
Curt Weigel
Bruce and Judy Weiiand 
John and Delia Weinheimer 
Sara Weir
Darcy and Holly Weisner 
Daniel and Mary Weiss 
Michael Weitzel 
Weitzel Construction Inc. 
Charles Welch 
Greg Welch 
Cori Welle
Oliver and Trudy Wells 
Amenai Werede and Amaresh 
Tekiehaimanot 
Chuck Werring 
Pamela West 
Kathie Westerfield 
David Weston 
Paul and Marie Wetzel 
Roger and Sylvia Whaley 
Stanley and Virginia Whalley 
Anne Wharton 
Whatcom County Sheriff's 
Office
Whatcom Peace & Justice 
Center 
Mike Wheat 
Thomas Wheaton, Jr.
Donald and Betsy 
Whisenhunt 
Les and Jenifer Whisler 
Thomas Whitaker 
Thomas and Candace 
Whitaker
Linda Whitcher 
Bradley White 
Carol White
Charles and Barbara White 
David and Dolly White 
Richard White 
Roger and Nan<ty White 
Monroe and Connie 
Whitman
Thomas Whitmarsh 
John and Kathryn Whitmer 
Victoria Wickell 
Sheryl Wickwire 
Christopher Wiemals 
Douglas and Lynn Wight 
Carroll Wikstrom 
Robert and Deborah Wilcox 
Wendy Bryce Wilhelm 
Brian and Carol Willard 
Earl and Elena Wille 
Ernest and Kristin Williams 
J. Scott Williams 
Kelly Williams 
Nicole Wiliams 
Russ Wiliams 
Scott Wiliams 
Thomas and Judith 
Williamson 
Kristi WImarth 
Wiliam and Victoria 
Wilmovsky
Wilmovsky Agency Inc.
Amy Wilson
Diane Wilson
Erick WIson
Julie Wilson
Kevin and Jami Wilson
Nadja Vol-Ochs Wilson
Susan WIson
Nancy Wndus
Mark Wnters
Erik With
Laurel Wse
Norman Wsner
Bridget Wnsniewski
Neil and Donnalee Wssing
Tim Withee
Karen Wtherspoon
Donald Wohlers
Kim and Amy Wolf
Cheri Wolfe
Chris and Cynthia Wolfe 
Michael and Carolyn Wolfe 
Lora Wood 
Sheryl Wood 
Katherine Woodard 
Robert and Beth Woodard 
Mark and Michelle Woodke 
Cathy Woods 
Rufus Woods
WIfred and Kathleen Woods 
Jack and Lucinda Word 
Kristine Woriand 
Bob and Lana Worley 
Maria Wraspir 
Paul and Nancy VVyatt 
Xerox Corporation 
Steven Yamasaki 
Keiichi Yamashita 
Cindi Yates
Marcus Yearout and Kristi 
Coulter
Sherri Youmans 
Gary and Lark Young 
Thomas and Diane Young 
Michaela Young-Mitchell and 
Carl Mitchell 
Tjaliing Ypma 
Ralph Yunker
Wiliam and Nancy Zabriskie 
Pamela Zednick 
Lee Zeebuyth 
Quint Zellar 
Sophia Zervas-Berg 
Milton and Delia Zeutschel 
Michael Zimmer 
Reed and Tamara Zuiauf 
Delbert and Jeanette 
Zurbrugg 
Delbert Zurbrugg 
Jeffrey L. Zygar
'S' «.
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Old Main Society
s
Planned gifts provide an important 
resource of funding for Western 
Washington University, Just as annual 
gifts satisfy many of Western's 
immediate needs, planned gifts provide 
for future needs. The Old Main Society 
recognizes alumni and friends who have 
made arrangements to provide gifts 
through their estate plans or other 
planned giving options.
Acknowledging donors during their 
lifetime for pending gifts is the primary 
goal of the Old Main Society. 
Membership begins once 
documentation has been completed 
naming Western as a beneficiary 
through a bequest, trust, annuity or life; 
insurance plan. For information, please 
contact A1 Froderberg, director of . 
planned giving, at (360) 650-4499.
•A *
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OLD MAIN SOCIETY .
Anonymous 
)ohn Abrams, Jr.
-Henry and Frances Adams 
Margaret Aitken 
Evelyn Ames'
Chappeile Arnett 
Herbert Baird, jr. ” ' 
Lucille Barron
Michael and Kristine Bartanen 
Tamara Belts 
Fredericka Bond 
Stevan Booras 
Roberta Bouverat 
Mrs. Marian L. Boylan 
Pauline Bradley and Ivan 
Gilliland
Richard D. Broussard 
R. G. and Florence Brownridge 
Frances Byford 
Louetla Carlile
F. Harrison and Mary Ann Clark
Richard Clark
James and Karen Copher
Thomas Crowell
Tony and Pat Cubellis
Curtis and Jane Dalrymple
Elmyra Dalton
Albert and Lora DeYoung
Don and Ellen Easterbrook
George and JoAnne Emmett
Donald Engel
Gordon and Alice Fraser
William and Deryn Fulton
Margaret Zavala Gahard
Barney Goltz
Vicki Grabicki
Terry Grimm
Gerald and Carolyn Grinstein 
Ted and Caryl Hinckley 
Doris Johnson 
Eric and Bonnie Johnson 
Dell and Rosalie King 
Philip Kolb, Jr.
Peter and Harriet Kreidler 
Willis and Jennifer Littke 
Stephan and Heather Londino
David Mason
Ellis Massey y
Gloria McDonald T
Frances Me Danief 
Allen and Josephine McNeill 
Jayne Miller
Col. Morris and Joyce Miller 
Margaret Milnes.
Theodore and Jean Mork
Daniel Morris
H. Eloise Rankin Morris
Lyle T. and Vicki I. Morse y
Patricia Nordberg
Katherine Oldroyd
James Osness
Manfred and Diane Parker
Maynard Parks
Jessie Mercer K. Payzant
Tony and Diana Pechthalt
Carol Pederson
Jean Rahn
Rafael I. Remis
Mary Robinson
H. Stewart Ross -'
Mildred Ruff ‘ ' -'’i
Robin Russell
Sibyl Sanford
Howard and Lynda Saxauer' 
Carol B. Schroeder y'
J.P. and Dianne Sheehan 
Margo Shortt *
Bearnice Skeen x.
Johanna Snook /
Al and Paula Swift 
Kathleen Taft 
Johna Thomson 
Donald and Marjorie Thorson 
Mike and Meg Town 
Jean Towne
Jeffrey Utter ^ xs
Alizon Veit : '’-:X
Robert and Gail Wade 
Scott Williams 
Mark Yormark 
Kathleen Young 
Jayne Zogg 
Gene and Peggy Zoro
Y
V.
HOMECOMING EVENTS
October 18
• Reunion for home economics alumnae at 
Western Gallery, 10 a.m. Tours, lunch 
and program
• Sailing regatta at Lakewood, 10 a.m.
October 20
Kick-off in Red Square at noon with 
refreshments and games
October 21
Play Cranium in Red Square from 11 to 1; 
Future Vikings' tour and info session, 1 to 
3:30 p.m.
October 22
Red Square, noon, student activities
October 23
Red Square, noon, student activities
October 24
• Senior breakfast for students and parents, 
9 a.m. VU Multipurpose Room
• Bonfire, fireworks, food and live band 
(Atlantics) at the south parking lot, 7 p.m.
• Sleeping Over with Science for children of 
alumni and community members, grades 
3-8, after the bonfire, SMATE Building
October 25
• Faculty presentations, 10 a.m. to noon, VU
• Induction of WWU Athletic Hall of Fame 
members, 10 a.m. VU
• Homecoming football game against 
Central Washington University at Civic 
Stadium, 1 p.m. Pre-game salmon 
barbecue and live band (Walrus) at Joe 
Martin Stadium, 11 a.m. Ceremony 
honoring Athletics Hall of Famers at 
halftime.
• Multicultural dinner-dance, Hampton 
Inn, 7 p.m.
• A.S. Board of Directors Reunion, 7 p.m. 
Location TBA
• Formal Homecoming Dance, 9 p.m., VU
October 26
• Fun Run to raise money for scholarships. 
Registration at 9 a.m. at the new Campus 
Recreation Center. Run/Walk begins at 
10 a.m.
•Volunteer/mentor brunch for students 
and mentors, 10 a.m. Location TBA
Info & Registration for 
Homecoming activities
Home economics reunion: 650-3353 
Faculty presentations: 650-3353 
Athletic Hall of Fame: 650-3109 
Football game: 650-2804 
Tailgate barbecue: 650-3353 
Youth overnight program: 650-6820 
Fun Run: 650-3353
The Walrus plays rock roll tunes at 11 
am. Saturday, Oct. 25, at Joe Martin Field 
during the salmon barbecue before the 
game against Central.
Photo by Rod Commons
Battle in SeattThe football rivalry between Central 
and Western soars to a new level when 
the two NCAA Division II schools meet 
in Seahawks Stadium Oct. 4
Western will play Central twice this 
year, in the 67,000-seat Seattle stadium 
Oct. 4 and at Civic Stadium in Belling­
ham during Homecoming, Oct. 25.
The Oct. 4 game, billed as "The Battle 
in Seattle," brings the biggest game of the 
Vikings' season to Seattle where many 
alumni, parents and friends are within 
easy driving distance. "For the spectators, 
student-athletes and coaching staff, the 
opportunity to play in a venue like
Seahawks Stadium is one that can't be 
matched, "said Western athletics director 
Lynda Goodrich ('66).
"I'm hoping that we will challenge the 
record for attendance at a Division II foot­
ball game," Goodrich said.
Kickoff in Seattle is at 6 p.m., and tick­
ets can be purchased through Ticket- 
Master and at the Seahawks Stadium 
box office. They are priced at $25, $20, 
$15 and $10. Only the 100 and 200 sec­
tions in the lower bowl will be sold, with 
Western fans sitting on the west side and 
Central supporters on the east side. The 
end zones will be used for overflow.
Western students can purchase a sea­
son pass to all Viking athletic events for 
$50 that includes a $10 general admis­
sion ticket to the Seattle contest.
The two schools first met in 1922 and 
have played every year since 1946, but 
this is the first time they have met twice 
in regular season since 1970.
For more information, call (360) 650- 
2804. For tickets, contact Ticketmaster, 
(206) 628-0888.
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